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The Cult of Heroes and Ajax 

Within the Greek-speaking world during the eighth and seventh centuries BC, 

several social and cultural developments emerged simultaneously. The gradual 

codification of Homeric epic poetry brought an end to a long-standing era of composition 

of and modification to the epic tales about the rJQWEs at Troy and their journeys home. 1 

At this same time Greek peoples began to group together into more structured social and 

political units. The rise of the polis marks a dynamic and fruitful period of cultural 

growth, and, by means of inter-polis communication, ideological proliferation and 

exchange. Greeks began to identify themselves as members of a polis community and on 

a larger scale as Hellenes, in addition to their ancient tribes and extended family groups. 

Thus began what many scholars have termed an era of Panhellenism.2 

During this time period, the hero emerges as a nearly ubiquitous figure in Greek 

thought.3 Among the heroes were the subjects and main characters of Homeric poetry and 

many of these were also the recipients of various types of cult. Many scholars, especially 

Lewis Farnell in his 1921 book Greek Hero Cults and Ideas of Immortality have argued 

1 That is to say, the Homeric epics took on a standard, recited, form, probably between 750 and 650 BC, 
allowing of course for various performative interpolations. It is not my goal or intention to delve into the 
'Homeric Question' in any way. For this cf. Nagy (1979) I ff. and his bibliography. 
2 Nagy (1979) 7; Nagy also includes the establishment of Delphi, the Olympic games and organized 
colonizations as results of Panhellenism 
3 Not only in poetry but in the material record as well. See Morris (1988) 750 ff. "Judging from the material 
record alone, though, Greeks took relatively little interest in their past until about 750; and even then, only 
one aspect attracted them strongly-the figure of the hero." 
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that the spread of the Homeric epics in many cases actually brought about the practice of 

hero cult worship.4 Parnell's general position on the relationship between poetry and epic 

was that, "much hero-cult was directly engendered by the powerful influence of the 

Homeric and other epics."5 He acknowledges however, that this theory does not 

sufficiently explain the origins of every hero cult, and even fails to explain some of the 

cults of epic heroes.6 

Robert Parker has argued that a great number of hero cults are products of the 

very same era that produced the Homeric poems and that because "Homer represents not 

the origin of a tradition but its culmination," so too are mature hero cult rituals the 

culmination of traditions, practices, and sagas about heroes of the past.7 A more adequate 

explanation, then, may lie in a qualified version of Famell's thesis, that in the cases of 

epic heroes who receive cultic honors, some individual hero cults were influenced by the 

spread of epic poetry, some may have been actually inspired by it,8 and some developed 

independently from Homeric epic poetry. 

4 Farnell was reacting against the monumental and influential work of Erwin Rohde ' s 1893 book Psyche. 
To fit with his interpretation of the psyche in Homer, Rohde argued that Homer could not have influenced 
hero cult at all. "The Homeric poems, so violently opposed to any idea of a conscious or active existence of 
the soul after death, could hardly have brought it about that those very champions whom it had represented 
as indeed dead and departed to the distant land of Hades should be regarded as still living and exercising an 
influence from their graves" (119). Instead Rohde insisted that, "The worship of heroes began as ancestor 
cult and an ancestor cult it remained in essence" (138) . 
5 Farnell (1921) 340; Much of the later scholarship on hero cult has sought to either prove or discount this 
theory, involving various kinds of evidence including pre-Homeric archaeological evidence of hero cult 
and tomb cult, and even textual evidence that Homeric poetry was aware of hero cult practices. For this see 
esp. Coldstream (1976), Price (1979), and Snodgrass (1982) and (1987) 
6 Farnell (1921) 284: "Sometimes, indeed, as in the case of the Aikidai ... we find the hero-cult strong on the 
ancestral soil, and here we may regard the personage as one of the local ancestors glorified by saga." and in 
the cases of Sarpedon and Glaukos, some heroes "were already enjoying ancestral-heroic cult in their own 
homes among their own kinsfolk before Homer took their names and wove them into the great fabric of his 
song" (284). 
7 Parker (1996) 36-7; similarly Calligas (1986) 233: "Hero-worship is, I believe, parallel and not, as has 
been argued, a subsequent phenomenon to the spread of Epos ." 
8 As in cases of a post-Homeric rediscovery of a Mycenaean tomb in an area of Greece whence an epic hero 
was remembered to have come. 
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The very difficulty in attempting to examine or organize a theory for the origin of 

hero cult lies in the fact very few hero cults are exactly the same, and many 

archaeological or literary examples could be found to support various claims. Hero cult 

practices varied widely throughout the several hundred years of their development and 

just as widely throughout the different regions of Greece.9 There are, however, some 

basic trends that are uncontroversial, and this chapter will examine characteristics 

common to the majority of ancient Greek hero cults. After examining hero cult more 

generally, this chapter will turn to what is known about the cult of one hero in particular, 

namely, Telamonian Ajax, the famous hero of Homeric epic. Ajax was a hero celebrated 

in various forms of poetry, but also revered in several cultic forms at different locations 

throughout the Greek-speaking world. The relationship and interaction between his cult 

and his presentation in poetry comprises the focus of this study. 

I. What is a hero? 

Philologically, it is clear that the Greek word ~gwi; was used in various ways and 

had different connotations, depending on context, throughout archaic Greek poetry and 

society. Bruno Currie has noted that it is almost impossible to define the Greek concept 

of the hero without reference to Homer, but that the religious usage of the word seems to 

be completely absent from the Iliad and Odyssey. 10 Martin West notes that ~gwi; is even 

used differently in the Iliad and the Odyssey, where it is used more widely and 

9 Coldstream (1976) 13; Whitley (1988), (1991); Thessaly for example offers almost no evidence of hero 
cult, whereas Attica and the Argolid are rich with archaeological remains 
10 Currie (2005) 29, 48; cf. Burkert (1985) 203ff. Currie (2005) 62ff. provides the most recent and succinct 
summary of various theories of the words origins, including its use in Mycenaean society, its use in Homer 
as a title of respect akin to the English 'Sir' or 'Lord' as well as a possible link to the goddess Hera. 
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indiscriminately. West concurs that, "Nowhere in epic is there any hint of a religious 

significance, a connection with cult after death." 11 

As early as the time of Hesiod, Greeks were self-consciously aware of an 'Age of 

Heroes' and were also quite sure that they themselves were living in a later age, after the 

heroes had died. 12 For Hesiod then, the hero was someone categorically different from 

ordinary living men. Homer as well occasionally remarks that the heroes in his poems 

were superhuman in strength and stature, as in Iliad 12.447-449 where the poet describes 

how Hector lifted a rock that two men today could not hoist. 13 In archaic poetry, 

therefore, it is clear that the world of heroes existed in an earlier age and that men of that 

time, possibly solely by virtue of the fact that they lived during that heroic age, were 

called llQWEi;. It is a moot point whether or not llQWi; maintained separate religious and 

secular usages during the age of Homer, or whether Homeric poetry was consciously 

archaizing. 14 However llQWi; was used, the force of the word would have conjured up 

sentiments of awe, the grandeur of a bygone heroic era, and an awareness of the distinct 

qualities that link and separate heroes and men . 

llQWi; also had a very specific religious usage, however, and the category of 

heroes who received cultic honors extends beyond the heroes whose names have been 

immortalized in epic poetry. Emily Kearns has stated that in the widest sense, "the typical 

hero seems to represent the coincidence of an intermediate being who receives cult with a 

11 West (1978) 370 
12 Hesiod Works and Days 156-76. 158-60: ZEu<; Kgov(<'>YJ<; :n:0(11·aE, 6Lxm6i:Egov xat agELov, I avc'>gwv 
iJgwwv 0Eiov yEvoc; , oi'. xaA.fovi:m I iJµWEm, :n:go--rEQ'YJ YEVETJ xai: 'a:n:dgova yaiav 
13 1:0V c'>'oi'., XE 6u'aVEQE <'>iJµou ClQLCJ"[(JJ I QYJ0L6(wc; bt'aµal;av a:n:'ouc'>EOi; OXALCJCJELUV, I olm V'UV ~goi:o( 
Ela'· o c'>E µLV gfo :n:aA.A.E xat oloi; . 
14 Hack (1929) 70 ff. discusses Homer's intentional archaizing and its implications for hero cult origins 
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narrative, historical dimension." 15 Her definition emphasizes the 'intermediate' nature of 

heroes. 16 Heroes had once been living men, in myth at least; they are not embodied 

spiritual forces, 17 demoted gods or daimones. 18 A hero of cult represents the force or 

power left behind by the soul of the departed. But because not every deceased man is a 

hero, something must set them apart from ordinary men. Something has to make the hero. 

A hero is a figure with some mark of the superhuman. Someone who "was so 

powerful in his lifetime or through the peculiar circumstances of his death that his spirit 

after death is regarded as of supernormal power, claiming to be reverenced and 

propitiated ... " 19 Often a surfeit of some force or quality such as extraordinary strength, 

talent, ability, virtue, or even vice or madness makes a man a hero. It is possible for 

heroes to be the offspring of gods and men, but they are not immortal like the gods. They 

are thus more closely related to men than to gods, and more closely present after their 

deaths. A numinous force always surrounds and distinguishes the life, death, and tomb of 

a hero. Burkert writes, "It is some extraordinary quality that makes the hero; something 

unpredictable and uncanny is left behind and is always present."20 

It is what the heroes leave behind that connects them with normal men and what 

establishes them as figures of cult. It was believed that heroes, because of their 

extraordinary nature in life, were able to use some power from beyond the grave for the 

benefit or for the harm of the living. In order to ensure that a benefit was accorded, or that 

15 Kearns (1989) 135 
16 For a literary example, see Pindar 0/. 2.2 i:(va 8E6v, i:(v' fJgwa, i:(va /5' avi5ga xE11.aM1ooµev; 
17 Of course a hero cult could develop around a personified force but typically the cult figure was also 
believed to have once been a living person. 
18 Rohde (1950 ed.) 115-116, 139-140 Rohde claimed on philological grounds that because tvay(~ELV (a 
specific verb meaning 'to sacrifice' that is used for the offering of Evay(oµai:a to heroes and never to 
gods) could never be derived from 8uELv (a more general verb usually used for sacrificing to the gods), 
heroes must always have been spirits of men elevated, rather than demoted deities. 
19 Farnell (1921) 343 
20 Burkert (1985) 208 
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harm was avoided, cults were initiated to appease and propitiate heroes. Through these 

cults, the living are able to access the spiritual power and force that the heroes leave 

behind. In the physical sense, the hero leaves behind his bones and relics, and the location 

of a hero's power is often centered on the location of these relics.21 The hero's power is 

usually limited to a particular location, connected to the ground and area surrounding 

their tombs or cult sites. 

Typically, heroes were honored or worshipped at heroa. The heroon is a unique 

sacred space, often located at a tomb believed to be the tomb of the hero, but just as often 

at a dedicated shrine where no tomb was located but where the power of the hero 

occupied the space nonetheless. Heroa were community shrines, and the cultic sacrifices 

that took place at them bound local residents together ritually . The personality of the hero 

often provided communities with a sense of group identity, and heroa afforded the group 

a common sacred space. 22 Because of the immanence and power of heroes, their shrines 

were treated with great reverence, and were always passed in silence.23 

An essential aspect of hero cult worship was its chthonic quality .24 Heroes reside 

in and under the earth, and in some cases they are even described as "holding" (EX,ELV) the 

ground they are buried in.25 The heroes were separate from the Olympian gods, who were 

more distant and less directly connected to the ground or space where they were 

21 Ibid. 206; Antonaccio (1994) 404; Herodotus 1.68 records the discovery and Spartan acquisition of 
Orestes' bones 
22 For these and other sociological traits of hero cults, particularly for explanations for the origins of hero 
cult , see Snodgrass (1982) 116-118 , (2006) 216 ff.; Whitley (1991) 361 ff .; Calligas (1986); Kearns (1989) 
83 ff. For hero cult as a politically unifying force, see de Polignac (1984) and Berard (1983) 
23 Burkert 208; Epicharmos Fr. 165: &.).) ... a. xal. OLyfJv aya86v' oxxa JtUQEWVTL XUQQOVEc; . With 
xaggovEc; being a common euphemism for the hero . 
24 Farnell (1921) 281 : "All hero-cults are chthonic , with a ritual only appropriate to a buried spirit." 
25 cf. Henrichs (1993) 174 
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honored.26 Because of their connection to the earth, sacrificial ritual was typically 

performed for heroes in a different style. Often using low altars, black male animals were 

sacrificed and the blood was allowed to drain onto the ground to appease the hero whose 

spirit held that space or whose power was locally effective.27 As Rohde puts it, "They are 

nearby in the earth itself, and there is no need in their case, as for the Olympians, to send 

up the savour of sacrifice in smoke to heaven."28 Commonly a ritual meal was prepared 

and the hero was invited as the honored guest, sometimes a statue would be brought to 

the banquet or the hero would be present in some other guise such as a terracotta votive.29 

Additionally, because of the need to ensure that the hero was appeased regularly, that is, 

to ensure the consistent and persistent favor of the hero, sacrifices and offerings were 

performed regularly, typically on a yearly basis.30 An annual athletic contest or festival is 

another common aspect of hero worship, and in Rohde' s view, reflects its close 

relationship to cults of the dead and funerary practices.31 For example, the Aianteia, an 

athletic festival on Salamis, was held there in honor of Ajax, and the Olympic games 

were established as a cul tic celebration of Pel ops, whose heroon was located nearby .32 

What was expected of a propitiated and honored hero? In many cases, a plague or 

famine was believed to be the result of the anger of a hero who had gone without the 

deserved propitiation. After the establishment of the cult, the plague ceases and the cult is 

kept up in order to prevent future maladies. This is a pattern especially common when the 

26 Harrison (1927) 375 
27 Homer, it seems, was aware of the tendency to use black rams for hero sacrifice cf. Od. 11 .32-3; cf. Price 
(1973) 135 
28 Rohde (1950 ed.) 116 
29 Ibid 116; Burkert (1985) 205 
30 Burkert (1985) 205; Harrison (1927) 373-4 
31 Rohde (1950 ed .) 116-117 
32 Farnell (1921) 308; Burkert (1985) 208; On the importance of Pelops for the Olympic games, see Pindar 
Ol. 1 
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Delphic oracle recommends the establishment of a hero cult, as in the often-cited cases of 

Kleomedes of Astypalaea and Theo genes of Thasos .33 In other cults the heroes protected 

their homelands in battle. In Herodotus 8.38-39.1 we hear that two local heroes of Delphi, 

Phylakos and Autonoos, took visible form and rushed down the mountain, chasing and 

even killing the fleeing Persian invaders. The Lokrians left an open slot in their phalanx 

where Ajax Oileus, the lesser Ajax of the Trojan War, could fight.34 Heroes were also 

appeased for countless other reasons such as healing, healthy childbirth and safe maritime 

passage.35 

We have established a basic understanding of the nature of heroes as they are 

honored in cult.36 As always, whenever investigating hero cult, its distinction from other 

types of cults of the dead, ancestor worship and grave tendance should be maintained.37 

All types of cults of the dead share a few common elements, but there is great diversity 

amongst them - so too amongst various types of hero cults. Some hero cults worship 

anonymous heroes, some the personified hero of an abstract force, some legendary city 

founders .38 Some are for historical persons who died under unusual circumstances, and 

some cults offered ritual worship to the very same heroes celebrated in epic poetry. We 

cannot accept that Homeric epic poetry was the sole, or even primary, impetus for all 

heroic cults. However, heroes celebrated in epic poetry who also were honored with cult 

33 For Kleomedes, Paus. 6.9.6-9; For Theogenes, Paus . 6.11 
34 Paus. 3.19.12 
35 Burkert (1985) 207 
36 In c;ult as opposed to the portrayal of heroes in literature, which is more varied 
37 Farnell was the first to introduce close distinction between types of cults of the dead. Whitley (1994) 214: 
"Some (but not all) hero cults were tomb cults; some (but not all) tomb cults were cults of ancestors; and 
some (but not all) ancestors were also heroes." Additionally, Burkert ( 1985) 204 points out distinguishing 
beliefs and motives, "The hero cult, in fact, is not an ancestor cult at all; its concern is with effective 
presence, not with the chain of blood across generations, even though founding ancestors might naturally 
receive heroic honours." 
38 cf. Farnell (1921) 19 for his list of different hero 'categories' 
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often owe their popularity as cult figures to the spread of epic. Indeed, Farnell noticed 

that the cults of many epic heroes such as Achilles, Diomedes, Agamemnon and others 

appear in unlikely places around the Mediterranean and that, "one seems to perceive a 

number of great hero-names drifting about the sea-tracks of migration and later 

colonization. What set them adrift was the flood of epic poetry. In fact, we must attribute 

more influence to the epic than some scholars are willing to allow ... "39 

There is, however, a distinction that needs to be drawn between epic poetry and 

hero cult honors. The glory and renown conferred by Homeric poetry is Panhellenic. The 

prestige of a cult hero is typically more circumscribed, however, and is usually limited to 

the locale of the hero's cult and the seat of his power. Some heroes, however, may have 

cults in several different locations. It is to one of these very heroes that we now turn . 

Ajax's cult crops up in various places around the Greek-speaking world. The cult gets its 

start in Salamis, his traditional homeland, but eventually is established in Athens. The 

diffusion of epic poetry was highly influential in the establishment of Ajax cult. His fame 

in Homeric epic, as well as his attachment to Salamis (and, possibly Athens) in epic 

poetry and local saga tradition comprise the primary reasons for the adoption of his cult 

in Attica. The prominence of Ajax's cult diffused beyond the typical local limits of a cult 

hero's power. Ajax's fame in Panhellenic epic promoted the expansion of his cult sites 

and conferred Ajax the cult hero with uncommonly widespread honor and influence. 

II. The Hero Cult of Ajax 

39 Farnell (1921) 284 
40 Hdt. 8 .109 .3 
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"It was not we who achieved these things, but rather the gods and heroes." 

According to Herodotus, these are the words spoken by Themistocles in 480 BC after the 

surprising Greek victory over the Persians in the naval battle off the coast of Salamis. 

Later in his account of the aftermath of the battle, Herodotus records that the Greeks 

dedicated a Phoenician trireme on Salamis as a victory offering to Ajax.41 

In 480 BC the Greeks had scarcely forgotten the famous protective power of the 

Homeric Ajax, 'bulwark of the Achaeans.' 42 Although Ajax was never worshipped as a 

maritime or naval hero per se, before the Battle of Salamis the Greeks invoked his aid as 

a potent defensive warrior.43 Herodotus records in 8.64 that the Greeks prayed to all the 

gods and 'called forth' Ajax and Telamon from Salamis itself (airr68Ev µev E'X 

LaAaµivos Ai'.avta 'tE -xat TEAaµwva EJtE-xaMovi:o) .44 Herodotus' language in these 

lines emphasizes the local residence of Ajax and Telamon on Salamis, indicating the 

deeply rooted belief that the island was their heroic 'territory' .45 Ajax and Telamon are 

not invoked because of any association they have with naval battles or favorable sea

faring conditions, but they are called upon in the dire moment because of their local 

power as tutelary heroes who reside and receive cult honors on the very island where the 

Greeks were staging their desperate last stand. Ajax's role in the Iliad made him a 

mythically and ideologically appropriate hero to pray to in such a situation. He was 

invoked as a local protective force off the coast of his native Salamis to prevent the 

41 Hdt. 8.121 
42 l;gxoc; Axmwv for this epithet of Ajax see ll . 3 .229, 6.5, 7 .211 
43 For seafaring heroes , particularly in Attica, cf. Kearns (1989) 36-43 
44 Hdt. 8.64 Ajax ' s legendary ancestor Aiacus, traditionally connected with Aigina, was also called upon 
during the same conflict and was even brought to the battle on a ship. In what capacity he was brought is 
not clear. Herodotus does not specify if heroic relics or merely a statue was retrieved from the island. 
Regardless they were undoubtedly considered to have some sort of talismanic power in the battle. cf. 
Kearns (1989) 46. 
45 Even Aeschylus in the Persians line 307 calls Salamis "the island of Ajax" (vfJooc; Atavi:oc;) 
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destruction of the Greek fleet. In the same way, µeyai; TE11.aµwvt0i; Ai'.ai; effectively 

defended the Greek fleet against Hector's fiery onslaught in Book 15 of the Iliad.46 Ajax's 

famous actions in poetry, therefore, colored the conception of his cultic powers, further 

revealing the formative influence epic poetry held for Ajax's ritual honors. Additionally, 

the Greek victory at Salamis would have demonstrated the potency of Ajax's cult to all of 

the allied Greeks present. This may have given Ajax's cultic fame near-Panhellenic 

recognition, mirroring the renown he already enjoyed as a hero of Panhellenic epic poetry 

and increasing the prominence of his hero cult. 

Ajax's fame in poetry also led to the establishment of his cult in other areas of 

Greek-speaking world. Strabo records a memorial and temple of Ajax (µvf]µa ,ml, iEgov 

Ai'.av-wi;) in the Troad, the place of his suicide and burial.47 Pausanias records that while 

he was visiting Salamis, a Mysian guide there described where Ajax's body was buried in 

the Troad. The guide was also able to indicate the size of Ajax's bones. He attests that the 

kneecaps of the corpse were the size of the discus used in the boy's pentathlon and that 

the size of the hero's body could be determined proportionally- that is to say, true to 

legend, Ajax was of superhuman stature.48 In Megara as well, there was a cult of Athena 

Aiantis, where the goddess was worshipped in some connection with Ajax. This is a 

strange cultic pairing, particularly in light of the common contention between the two in 

46 For the epithet in this episode: Iliad 15.471, 15.560 
47 Strabo 13.30; Farnell (1921) 309: "As regards his cult in the Troad, we cannot connect it with any tribal 
traditions brought hither by later colonists, but directly with the influence of the great epic that was all 
pervasive in this locality ... [It was] according to Pliny, dedicated by the Rhodians who had no peculiar 
ancestral connexion with him." 
48 Paus 1.35.5; The presence of a Mysian (Asia Minor) guide on Salamis may indicate that there was a 
market for Ajax cult 'sacred tourism'. Mysia is located in the northwest comer of Asia Minor, near the 
traditional location of Troy . 
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myth.49 It is certainly more puzzling considering that Athena is the ever-present patron 

goddess of Ajax's great rival, Odysseus.50 Pausanias also had difficulty accounting for 

this cult, and offers his own opinion that Ajax must have fashioned the cult statue of 

Athena there.51 Besides these two cult sites attested in ancient geographies, the primary 

locations of Ajax's hero cult were in Athens, and on the island of Salamis itself, his 

traditional ancestral home.52 

Ajax's association with Salamis was ancient, and regular cult in his honor on 

Salamis likely was established during the eighth and seventh centuries.53 The Iliad attests 

to his Salaminian nationality at 2.557 and 7.199. The connection between Ajax and 

Salamis is archaic, despite the accusation that 2.557-58 were Athenian interpolations.54 

The lines read, "From Salamis, Ajax led twelve ships, he placed them, leading them 

where the troops of the Athenians were set up ."55 The spurious aspect of these lines is not 

that Ajax hailed from Salamis. Rather, the problem is whether Ajax set up his ships 

alongside the Athenian ships, and whether, as Solon claimed, this is legitimate Homeric 

evidence for an Athens-Salamis connection. Furthermore, there is no reason to challenge 

the authenticity of 7.199.56 Ajax's connection with Salamis, then, either in Homeric 

poetry or in local tradition, extends at least as far back as the 8th century, and it is possible 

49 Consider the Little Iliad, where Athena conspired to defeat Ajax in the contest for the arms of Achilles. 
Also Aeschylus' Ajax trilogy evidently depicted the goddess assisting with the disgrace and suicide of Ajax 
(fr. 83). Finally in Sophocles' Ajax the goddess calls Ajax her enemy and says that laughing at him is the 
sweetest laughter (ofrxovv yf>-.wr;, r]c>wi:or;, dr;, tx0gour;, yc'A.dv; 79). See ch. 3 for Sophocles' Ajax. 
50 Some scholars have sought to link the creation of this cult with Megara's territorial squabble with Athens 
over the island of Salamis, cf. Farnell (1921) 308-9. 
51 Paus. 1 .42.4 he records that his Megarian guides did not show him anything about the Athena Aiantis cult 
52 Archaeologist Yiannis Lolos has recently uncovered a Mycenaean Era palace on Salamis that he has 
termed "The Palace of Ajax". The findings are currently unpublished but have been featured in the media. 
See Paphitis, Nicholas. "Archaeologist links ancient palace with Ajax." USA Today . March 29, 2006; 
http ://www .usatoday .com/tech/science/2006-03-29-ajax-palace_x .htm 
53 Farnell (1921) 307-8 
54 Plutarch Solon IO records that Solon composed and inserted the line himself. 
55 Ai'.ar;, 6' tx La'A.aµivor;, aycv c>voxa(c>Exa vftar;,, I ai:ftaE 6' aywv l'.v' A8riva(wv l'.CJ,:av,:o cj>a'A.ayycr;,. 
56 Kirk (1985) 207-209 and (1990) 260 
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that his worship as a cult hero or as an ancestor on Salamis could have begun even 

earlier. In any case, during the historical period, there is no doubt that Ajax received 

heroic honors at Salamis. 

In addition to merely being traditionally connected to the island, there was also a 

heroon and a temenos on Salamis where Ajax received regular worship. Pausanias 

records that on Salamis "there is still a temple of Ajax and a statue made of ebony ."57 He 

also investigated local legends about Ajax. On display was the stone on which Telamon 

sat while watching his children sail away to Troy. One of the most interesting local 

legends that Pausanias preserves is that when Ajax died, a flower first appeared on the 

island which was "white and tinged with red, both flower and leaves being smaller than 

those of the lily; there are letters on it like to those on the iris."58 This type of sign and 

local tradition again illustrates the mythic and ancestral connection Salaminians felt 

toward Ajax. Not only was he the legendary heroic king of Salamis, his death served as 

an explanation for botanical phenomena, and his persistent worship on the island ensured 

his continued favor and protection. 

In addition to his temenos and cultic rites on Salamis, Ajax was also honored with 

an athletic competition called the Aianteia. The games were either established or 

expanded after 480 BC to show gratitude for the naval victory. Farnell claims the games 

57 Paus. 1.35 .3 fott OE.. .£TL ... vaoi; Atavi:oi;, ayaAµa Of: ES E~Evov suA.01J The connotation of the en 
appears to be that the temple, as well as remains of a marketplace, appeared to Pausanias to be of great 
antiquity. 
58 Paus. 1.35 .4 Translation by Jones ( 1918) 189. The Greek reads: Myovol M. al J"CEQL TYJV LaA.aµiva 
olxouvTES c'mo8av6,:oi; Atavi:oi; TO av8oi; ocj>(mv EV Tfl yfl TOTE cj>avf]vm J"CQWTov, A.E1Jx6v EOTlV, 
urcEgv8gov, xg(vov xal auTo naooov xal Ta cj>uA.A.a, ygaµµaTa OE ercrnnv ota Toii; uax(v8mi; xal 
TOUTQ). The letters on the flower seem to spell out AIAI, a traditional Greek cry of lamentation. In 
Sophocles' play, Ajax, line 430-3, Ajax conjectures that this cry is the derivation of his unlucky name . cf. 
Garvie (1998) note ad Joe. p. 165. 
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originated during the archaic period.59 By the second century BC, celebrations included a 

procession, sacrifice, gymnastic competition, torch-race and boat-race-as Kearns puts it, 

"an elaborate festival for a hero."60 The games held especial importance for Attic 

ephebes, who were responsible for maintaining the festival.61 This particular development 

likely took place after the battle of Salamis and an expansion of the games under 

Athenian influence and funding during the prosperous years of the mid-fifth century BC. 

It is at least highly unlikely that Attic ephebes would have played a major role before the 

Athenian acquisition of Salamis in the sixth century and the establishment of Ajax as an 

eponymous hero in 508 BC. 

Although Ajax was a major cult figure on the island of Salamis, his cult was of 

great importance in Attica and in Athens itself. He was not honored as a native Athenian 

hero, however, and the origin of his cult in Attica is controversial. It is certain, however, 

that the establishment of Ajax's cult in Athens is linked to the prominence of the genos of 

Salaminioi. The arrival of the Salaminioi in Athens is unclear, and the question of 

whether they were originally Salaminian settlers, transplants or Attic natives will likely 

never be decisively answered.62 The Salaminioi provided the priests for several important 

cults in Athens, including the cult of Eurysakes, a cult possibly located on the acropolis, 

and the cult of Athena Skiras at Phaleron.63 Robert Parker points out that the mystery of 

their origins is heightened by the fact that they appear to be closely connected with 

59 Farnell (1921) 308 
6° Kearns ( 1989) 141 ; and esp. Deubner Attische F este ( 1932) 228, quoting: /G 112 1028 .27 
61 Farnell (1921) 308, Burkert (1985) 208, Deubner (1932) 228, Parker (1996) 153 
62 Ferguson (1938) discusses the main theories. cf. Keams (1989) 71 ; Parker (1996) 312 ff. 
63 Ferguson (1938) 5-8 for a translation of a Salaminian inscription referring to their various priestly duties; 
Athena Skiras is also the cult name of Athena on the island of Salamis itself, Hdt. 8.94 
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authentically Salaminian cults as well as with ancient Athenian rituals and festivals .64 

Their self-identification as parvenu citizens helped to define their role within the polis 

and characterized the cult of Ajax as one of a closely related outsider, adopted and 

integrated into the Athenian polis structure. 

The Salaminioi considered themselves to have descended from Eurysakes and 

Philaios, the legendary sons of Ajax who immigrated to Athens from Salamis.65 Local 

tradition claimed Eurysakes as the founder of a tribe at Melite and Philaios as the founder 

of the Philaidai at Brauron. The Philaidai boasted some of Athens' most famous and 

influential citizens, including the family of Peisistratus, Miltiades and Cimon. The 

legends of the arrival of Eury sakes and Philaios are linked to Athens' struggle with 

Megara for control over Salamis.66 According to Plutarch, Solon argued that when 

Eurysakes and Philaios arrived in Attica, they offered the island of Salamis to the 

Athenians. Regardless of the verifiability of the claims of the Salaminioi to be actual 

Salaminian immigrants, it was nonetheless a great boon to the Athenian pursuit of 

Salamis that Salaminian cults and heroes had already been adopted in Attica by the sixth 

century BC. 

The cult of Eurysakes at Melite was established by the Salaminioi and was 

complete with a heroon and a sacred temenos .67 In Athens Eurysakes was a hero special 

to the Salaminioi, who honored him as a founder and as their common ancestor. The cult 

of Eurysakes is one that gave the Salaminioi a common identity and bound the genos 

64 Parker (1996) 312 ff. 
65 The legends are discussed by both Plutarch and Pausanias . In Solon book 10, Plutarch offers Philaios and 
Eurysakes as the sons of Ajax, whereas in Paus . 1.35 .2, Philaios is listed as the son of Eurysakes and the 
grandson of Ajax . 
66 Higbie ( 1997) provides a recent discussion of the controversy and the unique role played by hero cult 
67 Paus. 1.35 .3 ; Kearns (1989) 70-71 , 141 
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together. As Keams reasons, if we suppose that, "for the Salaminioi the important thing is 

to be Salaminian, it is clear that the worship of Eurysakes is of assistance. He helps to 

define their identity, and so his importance to the genos goes beyond the merely 

coincidental... "68 Robert Parker adds, "The cult of Eurysakes, a Salaminian abroad par 

excellence, was doubtless a main focus for the genos' sense of ex-patriate identity-if 

that indeed is what they were."69 Besides providing an ideological and psychological 

identity, the Eurysakeion also served as a physical center and 'headquarters' for the 

genos, and was where tribal decrees were set up. At some point, Ajax came to be 

worshipped alongside his son at the hieron in Melite. Eurysakes is not known in Homer 

as a son of Ajax, and it is possible that the original cult was in honor of a personified, 

tutelary force of a 'broad shield'. Most probably he was eventually connected to Ajax 

because Ajax's shield is his most recognizable characteristic .70 

It is not certain when Ajax began to receive heroic honors in Attica. Some, such 

as Ferguson, place the date at 508 BC when he was incorporated in Cleisthenes' reforms 

as one of the ten eponymous heroes, and not earlier. He writes, "In the sixth century 

[Ajax] was too strongly rooted [on Salamis] to be appropriated by the Athenians ... "7 1 

Ferguson's article revealed inscriptional evidence that the Eury sake ion was used as the 

hieron and 'headquarters' of the Aiantis tribe:72 Ferguson reasons that the mythological 

connection between Ajax and Eurysakes made the Eurysakeion an obvious place for the 

Aiantis tribe to hold meetings and display their tribal decrees. He does not allow, 

68 Kearns (1989) 71 
69 Parker ( 1996) 3 14 
70 Ferguson (1938) 15-16 
71 Ferguson (1938) 17 
72 Ibid . 18 Ferguson rejected previously held notions that the Athenian tribe of Aiantis held their meetings 
at a tribal center and heroon on Salamis, arguing that it "would have been most inconvenient for the great 
majority of the phyletai" (18). 
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however, that this could have happened before the Cleisthenic reforms. But other scholars 

argue that it is likely that Ajax was worshipped alongside his son even before the 

institution of the eponymous tribal heroes. 

Kearns, for example, theorizes that Ajax had been incorporated already when the 

hero of a cult at Melite, devoted to a hero 'of the broad shield', was personalized into 

Eurysakes, "Ajax's (post-Homeric) son." She also reasons that, "This identification 

would almost certainly take place during the long sixth-century quarrel with Megara over 

Salamis, so that Ajax's cult was probably introduced at Eurysakes' sanctuary at Melite 

well before his adoption as eponymous [hero] ."73 Kearns agrees with Shapiro, who argued 

that the cult of Ajax in Athens pre-dates the tribal reforms and was used as evidence to 

defend Athens' claims of hegemony over Salamis. Shapiro states that it "is the clearest 

example in Attika of an epic hero being pressed into the service of political propaganda 

between rival pole is ."74 

There is no doubt that an existing cult of Ajax in Athens would have proven a 

deeper tie between Athens, the Salaminioi and the island of Salamis itself, deeper even 

than the cult of Eurysakes. However the potential political motivation does not prove that 

a pre-Cleisthenian cult of Ajax was maintained in Athens. According to Aristotle, 

however, Cleisthenes took the ten eponymous heroes from already existing hero cults .75 It 

seems unlikely that Ajax would have been chosen without an already established cult 

center in Attica, namely at the Eurysakeion. Moreover, the Eurysakeion was located 

73 Kearns (1989) 82 
74 Shapiro ( 1989) 154 
75 Arist. Ath . Pol . 21 .6 ,:a M. YEVT] xal ,:ai; q>Qa1:Q(ai; xal ,:ai; LEQWOuvai; Ei'.aOEV EXElV EX<l01:01J£ xa,:a 
,:a :7t<l1:Qla. i:aii; 0£ q>1JAaii; E:ltOLT]OEV E:n:wvuµovi; EX ,:ciJv :7tQOXQl8EV1:WV EXa1:0V <XQXTJYE1:WV, oui; 
avEiAEV iJ Ilv8(a Mxa. Ajax and Hippothon (Eleusis) being the only two not native to Athens . 
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within the deme Melite, which was territory assigned to the new tribe Kekropis.76 It 

therefore seems unlikely that a newly created tribe would establish their headquarters and 

cult center within the territory of another tribe without an already established cult 

practice. This fact, considered alongside the obvious political reasons for an Ajax cult in 

Athens during the sixth century BC, implies that the most likely scenario is that Ajax was 

already worshipped at the hieron of his son before the Cleisthenian reforms, and that the 

Salaminioi superintended his cult.77 

Despite the debate about when Ajax first came to Athens as a cult figure, his cult 

enjoyed an honored and invigorated status after being included among the ten eponymous 

heroes. Herodotus points out that Ajax was the only one of the new heroes who was not a 

native to Attica, but that he was included because he was ao-tuydi:ova xat ouµµaxov, 

~Eivov t6vi:a78 "a neighbor and ally, though he was a foreigner." It is a testament to the 

importance of Ajax and his fame as a warrior-king in Homeric poetry that he was able to 

establish such a prominent cult in Athens, in the face of so great an abundance of native 

Attic heroes .79 Statues of Ajax were put on display along with the other heroes in the 

Agora and his worship expanded beyond the traditional Salaminian genos to include 

other segments of society. His status as a hero in Attica grew from an adopted Salaminian 

and Homeric hero, worshipped alongside his son,into an official civic tribal founder, the 

76 Shapiro (1989) I 54 
77 Shapiro also points out on page I 56 that the first detectable portrayals of Ajax as an Athenian in vase
painting come from the end of the sixth century . 
78 Hdt. 5.66 
79 Attic hero cults are not only extremely ancient and diverse in type and nature, but they are also generally 
very abundant. Keams' The Heroes of Attica (1989) is a testament to this. Within Attica are found the 
Menidi tholos , cited often by archaeologists as evidence for continued grave cult at a Mycenaean site 
through the fifth century BC. Additionally, the cult of Erechtheus on the Acropolis is often cited as 
evidence that Homer knew about hero cult. cf. Iliad 2.546-52 and Od. 7 .78-8 I. Additionally the hero at the 
academy is reputed to be of pre-Homeric date , see Price (1979) 226 . Parker (1996) writes , "Nothing is 
more characteristic of classical Attic religion than its abundance of hero-cults" (275) . 
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regularly honored and ever-present identifying figure of an Attic phyle. The new civic 

nature of the cult of Ajax made his cult even more important. The Salaminian hero was 

thus fully adopted as an Attic and Athenian polis hero, essential to the cultural and 

psychological identity of the city. Ajax was theirs, and likewise, they were his heroic 

descendents and were upheld and protected by the force of his cult. His identifying 

characteristics, and, indeed his portrayal in art and poetry also began to take on new civic 

and tribal dimensions, and would have been more meaningful to members of his tribe. By 

identifying themselves with their tribal founder, members of Aiantis were repeatedly 

drawing the mythical past forward into their own time, as well as linking themselves to a 

great figure from a greater era. As Kearns remarks, "the coincidence in name signified a 

coincidence in substance, and the hero was in some senses the projection of the group 

itself onto the plane of myth or cult or both, and its expression in a unified, individualized 

form." 80 

Although the origins of Ajax's worship in Attica are somewhat uncertain and 

controversial, his status in the fifth century is beyond doubt. By the beginning of the fifth 

century BC Ajax had stepped over from Salamis onto the mainland and was established 

as an officially Athenian cult hero, with a shrine and a statue even in the middle of the 

agora. 

8° Kearns (1989) 83 
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Ajax and Pindar: The Hero of Epinician 

Pindar's victory odes are preserved for us as the premier example of Greek 

epinician poetry. The majority of the lyrics that remain were written to commemorate 

victorious athletes in the four great Panhellenic games, the Olympian, Pythian, Nemean, 

and Isthmian. His poems, typically locally performed but also potentially diffused at a 

Panhellenic level, provide his patrons with widespread praise, and lasting and resounding 

honor. Pindar is in the business of honoring the victory and the victor, augmenting and 

preserving the prestige of the family and the polis, and providing enjoyable songs suitable 

for the context of a victor's celebration festival.' His poems ensured that the glory of the 

athletic victory would last for all time, and their performance diffused the excellent 

reputation of the laudandus throughout Greece. 

Pindar writes praise poetry within a living tradition of heroic song. In the poetic 

world of Pindar's odes the heroes of the mythic past press forward into the present time. 

Similarly, the laudandi of Pindar's poems are inserted into the poetic tradition of the 

heroes. Their deeds and athletic victories are contextually and conceptually linked with 

the deeds of myth and their renown and honor is made concomitant with the glory of 

Greece's most famous poetic figures. Telamonian Ajax, the object of this study, features 

1 For epinician poetry as literally a business, and the economy of praise poetry, see Kurke (1991) 
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prominently in Pindar's odes. Strikingly, Pindar takes up the story of Ajax with an 

occasionally offended and combative tone. 

Though he is working within a continuous tradition of heroic song, one that was 

constantly composing and recomposing tales about the mythic past, Pindar is nonetheless 

highly ambivalent toward prior poetry. He is dependent on the poetic tradition for its 

mythic material and as the means by which knowledge of the mythic past was preserved. 

However, Pindar is often critical of the tales that some of the oral tradition had 

canonized. He is keenly aware that the poetic tradition is not infallible, and poetry is 

capable of preserving lies, malicious gossip, and of unjustly honoring unworthy men.2 

As a praise poet, Pindar takes care to distribute praise and blame in his poetry to 

those who actually deserve either praise or blame.3 Because poetry is such an effective 

means for the preservation and diffusion of a hero or an athlete's reputation, the 

possibility that poetry could preserve lies and deception is extremely disconcerting for 

Pindar. What if poetry had somehow gotten it wrong and had dishonored a figure who 

actually deserved praise? How should a later poet receive and respond to a poetic 

tradition that unjustly condemns a praiseworthy hero, and is it wise to contradict the 

received poetry in an attempt to set the record straight? The story of Ajax is a primary 

avenue through which Pindar explores these questions and articulates his own anxiety 

about poetry's two-sided potential to confer both benefit and disgrace. 

By the fifth century BC, the period of Pindar's poetic activity, Ajax was well 

known as both a popular hero of cult and as a famous hero of epic poetry. His cult, as we 

examined in the first chapter, was rising in prominence and was established in various 

2 cf. Olympian 1.28-34 on the capability of poetry, with its charis to preserve lies. 
3 cf. Walsh (1984) 42-43 ; Pindar Nemean 8.39: aLvfaov aLvrp:a, µoµcpav 6' bno:rr:ECgwv <XAL"CQOii;. 
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forms on the island of Salamis, in Athens, and in other areas of the Greek-speaking 

world. The first chapter also demonstrated that Ajax's cults and ritual honors were in no 

small way engendered by his fame as one of the greatest heroes in Panhellenic epic. 

However, the treatment of Ajax in epic poetry is not uniformly positive; it is 

fraught with tension, ambiguity, and seeming contradiction. On the one hand, in the Iliad, 

Ajax is second only to Achilles, and displays his heroic excellence in several famous 

scenes . On the other hand, in the Odyssey, Odysseus assumes the role of the foremost 

epic hero and Ajax has already met his disgraceful end after his failure to win the arms of 

Achilles. He appears, memorably, in Odyssey 11. 543-567, already a departed shade, 

having been defeated in the judgment over the armor, albeit still maintaining vestiges of 

his characteristic stalwart pride.4 Other Panhellenic Trojan Cycle epics also recorded his 

downfall.5 According to Proclus' summaries as well as epic fragments culled from 

various scholia, the Aethiopis narrated the death of Achilles, a quarrel between Odysseus 

and Ajax over his armor, and Ajax's subsequent suicide. The Little Iliad added that 

before killing himself, Ajax went insane and slaughtered herds of captured livestock. 

Pindar is troubled by the tension between the positive and negative treatments of 

Ajax in prior poetry and he variously praises and blames Homer for his multifarious 

treatments of Ajax. But Pindar is an unequivocal advocate of Ajax's greatness, and he 

uses the story of Ajax to explore his relationship with previous poetry: his tentative 

adoption, recomposition of, and responses to prior poetic traditions. I shall argue that 

Pindar's response to traditional poetic treatments of Ajax was informed and influenced by 

4 In this passage , Ajax, famously, turns away and responds nothing to Odysseus because he was angry over 
the victory that Odysseus won (xexo)..wµEvl] dvexa VLXT]£, I i:fiv µLv tyw v(x11oa 6Lxa~6µevo£ naga. 
v11vol I i:euxemv aµcp' AXLA.i'Jo£ . .. od. 11. 544-546). 
5 See West (2003) 108-117 for the Aethiopis and 118-143 for the Little Iliad 
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Ajax's post-Homeric development into a hero of cult. The consistent greatness of Ajax as 

an object of hero cult enabled Pindar to criticize and correct the troubled ambiguity of the 

poetic tradition. 

Pindar responds to prior poetic presentation of Ajax primarily in three odes, 

Isthmian 4, Nemean 7, and Nemean 8, although he appears in other odes as well.6 In 

Isthmian 4, Pindar praises Homer, who, by means of his excellent poetry, preserved 

Ajax's immortal fame. On the other hand, primarily in Nemean 7, but also in Nemean 8, 

both of which were written for Aeginetans, Pindar criticizes and discredits Homeric 

poetry for its deceptiveness and its malicious treatment of Ajax. 

Before examining Pindar's assessments and responses to 'Homer', it is prudent to 

first explore what 'Homer' likely signified to Pindar. Because Pindar variously celebrates 

and discredits Homer for his treatment of Ajax, some critics have theorized that Pindar 

was confused about the authors of various epics or meant 'Homer' to refer variously to 

the poet of the Iliad and not the Odyssey, or vice versa. Additionally, scholars have 

wondered whether Pindar considered poems such as the Aethiopis and the Little Iliad to 

have been composed by 'Homer'. In essence, there has been a long search for the identity 

of "Pindar's 'Homer"' .7 

6 For example, Ajax appears in Nemean 2.13-15 , 4.48; Isthmian 5.48, 6.19-54. 
7 Fitch (1924), Nisetich (1989) and Nagy (1990) all discuss this question in varying levels of depth and 
intricacy. Their treatment of the problem often reveals more about their theories on the composition of the 
Homeric odes than Pindar's meaning. Fitch argued that Pindar predated the canonical division of the Iliad 
and Odyssey as Homeric and the other Cyclic poems as the products of other poets (65) . Nisetich believed 
that Pindar knowingly referred to different poets as 'Homer' (10) but that "What 'Homer' means to Pindar 
is, in the last analysis, the poetry that has managed, for good or for ill , to reach into all men's hearts by its 
persuasive power" (23). Nagy widened the scope and argues that "Homer is representative of all epic (15) 
but that epic really means a "continuum of epic tradition" (416). 
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Frank Nisetich's argues that Pindar uses 'Homer' to refer variously to 'Homer of 

the Iliad' and 'Homer of the Odyssey' .8 He asserts, for example, that, "Pindar's praise of 

'Homer' in Isthmian 4 does not include the poet of the Odyssey" .9 He reasons that in this 

passage Pindar is praising only the poet of the Iliad as 'Homer', because "Ajax in the 

Iliad is second only to Achilles, a position never questioned, let alone challenged, within 

the poem itself." 1° Conversely, when Pindar criticizes Homer in Nemean 7 for honoring 

Odysseus above Ajax, Nisetich claims that Pindar is responding to the 'Homer' of the 

Odyssey only. He reasons that Pindar must have only the Odyssean poet in mind, because 

it is in the Odyssey that the poetic voices of Homer and Odysseus seem to blend together 

with a unified purpose. Additionally, Nisetich points out, "there is nothing in Pindar's 

description of events in Nemean 7 that can be traced to any source other than Odyssey 

11."I I 

Nisetich 's analysis is helpful in pointing out that the Homeric poems do not 

represent a uniform and consistent perspective, but his arguments ignore the fact that 

Pindar would not likely have encountered the Homeric epics the way we do today, as 

complete and distinct texts. Furthermore, Nisetich's conclusions portray Pindar as a 

hyper-literary poet, engaging in literary debates with prior individualized poets . But, as 

Elroy Bundy has established, Pindar was an encomiast who was focused primarily on 

8 Nisetich ( 1989) 11-12 Additionally Nisetich argues that Pindar does not include the poets of the Aethiopis 
and the Little Iliad as 'Homeric' . contra Fitch (1924) 58 who argues that Pindar has the poet of the 
Aethiopis in mind as 'Homer', because the Aethiopis included the simplest version of Ajax's defeat and 
suicide. For the most recent edition of the Epic Fragments and their summaries see West (2003). 
9 Nisetich (1989) IO 
10 Ibid 11 
II Ibid 16 
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praising his patron. 12 As such, Pindar was conscious of a poetic oral and mythic tradition, 

and was positioning himself and his clients within and against the received epic material. 

Gregory Nagy has sought to elucidate 'Pindar's Homer' by focusing on the oral 

poetic tradition. He claims that, "For Pindaric tradition, it is clear that Homer is 

representative of all epic, not just the Iliad and Odyssey .. . " 13 When Pindar variously 

praises and blames 'Homer' he is referring not necessarily to a single poet, but to the 

living tradition of epic poetry, with 'Homer' serving as its de facto author. 14 In this view, 

Pindar was not confused about which authors wrote which poems. Rather, when he 

expresses varying assessments of Homeric claims about Ajax in Isthmian 4 and Nemean 

7, he is illustrating his own concerns about poetry's capacity to praise and blame with 

ambivalent examples he observes in the poetic tradition. 

Nagy's approach aligns more closely with Pindar's aims and anxieties as an 

encomiastic poet. Pindar necessarily works within a poetic tradition since he wishes to 

insert the laudandus into that tradition and ensure the immortality of his renown. Nagy 

shows that "Homer" is Pindar's name for the poetic tradition. If Pindar both praises and 

blames "Homer", that is because he has observed that the poetic tradition itself is 

troublingly ambiguous and capable of disgracing those that are worthy of praise. 

It is a striking fact that Pindar's very different estimations of Homer in Nemean 7 

and in Isthmian 4 both center on the figure of Ajax. As we turn now to examine the 

relevant odes, beginning with Pindar's positive estimation of Homer's treatment of Ajax 

in Isthmian 4, it will become clear that even in the midst of celebrating poetry that honors 

12 cf. Bundy (2006 digital version) 4: "there is no passage in Pindar and Bakkhulides that is not in its 
primary intent enkomiastic-that is , designed to enhance the glory of a particular patron." 
13 Nagy (1990) 15 
14 Thus, in this study, unless referring specifically to the ascribed poet of the Iliad and the Odyssey, 
'Homer' will be used as Pindar uses it, interchangeably with 'poetic tradition' 
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Ajax, the sinister side of Ajax's story is never far from the mythic consciousness of 

Pindar. Additionally, this chapter will show that for Pindar, Ajax's hero cult honors are 

an important corrective influence for the complex ambivalences of the oral tradition. 

I. Ajax and Pindar: A reflection on the poetic tradition 

Isthmian 4 was written to celebrate the victory of Melissos of Thebes in the 

Pancration. Bowra dates the ode to 476 BC, though others have placed it slightly later.15 

The ode begins by praising the victor's family for their hospitality (1-13) and their past 

successes at athletic contests (24-30). The references to Ajax begin at line 31: 

EfftLV b' acpavna 'tU)(U£ xal µagvaµevwv, 
JtQLV 'tEA.0£ axgov ixto8m· 
'tOOV 'tc yag 'XU!, 'tOOV ◊L◊OL· 
xal 'XQEOOov' avbg&v ')(ELQOVWV 
EO<paA.c i:txva xai:aµag'¢mo'. LO'tc µav 
Atav'tO£ (l/1.'XUV <pOLVLOV' ,:av 6'¢(q. 
EV VU'X'tl, i:aµwv JtEQL q) cpaoyavcp µoµcpav EXEL 
na(bcoOLv 'E11.11.avwv oom Tgo(avb' EBav. 

a11.11.' 'Oµrig6£ i:m i:ci:(µaxcv OL' av8gcimwv, O£ aui:ov 
Jtaoav 6g8wom£ <lQE'tUV 'Xa'ta ga.Bbov E<pQUOEV 
8cOJtEOLWV EJtEWV A.OLJtOL£ a8ugnv. 
'tO'l.J'tO yag a8avai:ov <pWVClEV EQJtEL, 
EL 'tL£ d, ELJtt] 'tL· 'XU!, Jtayxagnov f,Jtl, z86va 'XU!, ◊La JtOV'tOV BtBa'XEV 
tgyµai:wv axi:l£ xa11.6.>v a.oBcoi:0£ aid. 

(31-42) 

There is an obscurity of fortune also for men who contend, 
Before they arrive at the highest goal; 
For fortune might give some of this and some of that16 

And the surpassing skill of lesser men trips up a better one; 
Truly you know the blood-stained might of Ajax, 
Which late in the night he cut around his sword, 
Holding blame against the sons of the Hellenes, those who went to Troy. 

But Homer has honored him among men, 
Who, setting every virtue straight like his staff, 
Uttered divine words for future men to play . 

15 Bowra ( 1964) 408 
16 The translation of this line is base on Race ( 1997) 167 
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For if someone says something well, 
It goes forth as an immortal sound; 
And the ray of fine deeds has gone 
Upon the all-fruitful earth and through the sea, unquenchable forever. 

Pindar continues by wishing that the same favorable Muses might_ inspire him to praise 

Melissos just as Homer praised Ajax. In this passage, Pindar lauds Homer's treatment of 

Ajax for recording Ajax's greatest accomplishments and ensuring that they would be 

celebrated by future generations (8Eom:o(wv EJtfWV A.OLJtOL£ a8ugELv 39). By selecting 

the example of Ajax, Pindar exalts poetry's efficacy for preserving undying glory despite 

the vagaries and unknowable vicissitudes of fortune. 

In Isthmian 4, Pindar celebrates the power of poetry to preserve the fame and 

good reputation of heroes, even ones whom obscure fortune did not always favor. Ajax is 

an example of a -x.gtooov' (34), a better man who is tripped up by the skill of his 

inferiors. Pindar only alludes to the story of the contest for the arms of Achilles, and he 

does not narrate it explicitly, nor does he name Odysseus as the figure represented by 'the 

weaker men', the avbgwv XEtg6vwv of line 34. His point, rather, is that when men, 

particularly athletes, contend, they make themselves vulnerable to the dark side of 

competition, that is, to unseen circumstances ( acj:>avELa i:uzai; 31), and even to 

unfairness and injustice. Sometimes weaker men use their craftiness to defeat their 

betters, and Ajax's situation is a prime example. Pindar is not implying that Melissos has 

also been the victim of unfair treatment. Rather, Melissos is connected to Ajax because 

they are both great men who have been exposed to inscrutable fortune, and both have 

been honored in song. Pindar uses the mythic disgrace of Ajax as a foil to his fame in 

Homeric poetry to indicate poetry's capacity to bestow fame and honor to those who are 

truly deserving of praise . 
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He begins by declaring that surely, we the audience, know about Ajax's bloody 

death (i'.O'tE µav I Ai'.av-rn; ciA.xav cpo(vwv ... 35-35b) . We know .about this story no 

doubt because we have heard it sung in epic poetry . But Pindar begins the next verse with 

the words&)).: ''Oµrig6; tOL tEt(µmtEV c'>L' av8gwJWJv (37). The adversative thrust of 

a)J.i:1 in this instance seems to imply the sense of "regardless" or "despite the previous 

fact..." Pindar is not so bold as to completely deny the story of Ajax's suicide; he, as 

always, is hoping to avoid the blame that accompanies deception, and he cannot deny a 

widely accepted story like Ajax's suicide.17 Pindar points out that in spite of Ajax's 

disgraceful failure and infamous death, Homer, because of his skillful poetry (Ei'.-tL£ E'O 

ELJttl tL 41), has set things right (6g8wam; 38) by securing Ajax's reputation as a famous 

hero and has ensured that men to come will sing of Ajax's virtues. 18 Pindar's use of Ajax 

in this passage exemplifies his lofty view of poetry's power and his aspiration to lay 

claim to the same poetic prowess and prestige that immortalizes the renown of heroes, 

even heroes with a dark side like Ajax. It is significant for Pindar that even when praising 

Homer's poetry for honoring Ajax in Isthmian 4, he cannot escape an allusion to the 

shameful darker side of the Ajax myth. Pindar knows very well that Homeric poetry 

preserved these dark and disgraceful tales just as much as it preserved Ajax's fame and 

glory. 

17 Ledbetter (2003) has argued that Pindar has "a simple conception of poetic truth as historical accuracy" 
(69). By this she means that when Pindar strives for truth in his poems, he is striving for poetic 
correspondence with actual historical/mythical events. In the case of Ajax, at least, it is an indisputable 
' fact' within the mythic tradition that he lost the contest over the arms of Achilles to Odysseus and that this 
defeat led to his suicide. The details of the defeat and suicide do vary, however. For Pindar's anxiety about 
telling the truth, as well as the dangers of poetic deception, see Nern. 7. 20-24 and Ol. 1. 28-34. 
18 In this statement at least, Pindar is likely recalling the Iliad , wherein Homer recorded Ajax's most 
famous exploits and greatest deeds such as his duel with Hector and his defense of the Achaean ships. 
Nisetich (1989) points out that, "Ajax in the Iliad is second only to Achilles, a position never questioned, 
let alone challenged, within the poem itself' (11). This, however , led Nisetich to make claims that Pindar 
did not equate the 'Homer' of Isthmian 4 with the poet of the Odyssey or any of the Cyclicepics . 
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These two passages very neatly employ contrasting symbols to emphasize 

poetry's redemptive qualities. The first verse, lines 31-36, highlights the obscure and 

unknown (aq>avna 31), darkness (tav O'ljJL<t EV VU'XtL 35-6), and blame (µoµ¢av 36). 

All of these images elucidate the struggle of the athlete and the disgraceful fate of Ajax. 

The darkness of the earlier verses is dispelled when Pindar describes the immortal voice 

of poetry as a "forever unquenchable ray of fine deeds" (egyµatwv axtti; xaA6:>v 

a.o~Eotoi; aid 42). Additionally, the craft or skill of lesser men ( avbgwv 

xng6vwv ... ttxva 34-5) contrasts with the authoritative voice of Homer that sets matters 

right (6g8womi; 38) with "divine words" (8Eo:rreo(wv enfwv 39). By using striking 

imagistic contrasts of darkness and light, and human skill and divine inspiration, Pindar 

emphasizes the power of poetry to rehabilitate and to correct the reputations of former 

men. 

In Isthmian 4, Pindar rejoices at poetry's power to correct a dark and disgraceful 

end and to preserve the glorious fame of Ajax. In Nemean 7 and 8, however, Pindar 

broods over poetry's sinister aspects. He laments that the very same power inherent in 

poetry that enables it to preserve fame also gives it the capacity to immortalize infamy. 

He reacts against a poetic tradition that has passed down disgraceful stories about Ajax 

and unconscionably bestowed greater praise to Ajax's rival Odysseus. 

Nemean 7 is one of Pindar's most complicated odes, not least because of Pindar's 

attack on Homer. This ode, significantly as we shall see, was written for an Aeginetan 

patron, in honor of Sogenes, a victor in the Boy's Pentathlon. Bowra and Burnett both 
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offer 467 BC as the ode's date, based primarily on an emendation of the scholia.19 

Pindar's assault on Homer's presentation of Odysseus begins on line 20: 

... Eycb OE JtAEOV' EAJtOµaL 
)..6yov '06uooEO£ fJ Jta0av ◊La "COV aOUEJtrj YEVE00' ''Oµrigov· 
EJtEL 'ljJEU◊EOL oi JtO"Cav(t <"CE> µaxav(t 
OEµvov EJtEO"C( "CL- oocp(a OE XAEJttEL Jtagaymoa µu00L£. (N. 7. 20-23) 

But I suppose that the account of Odysseus is greater 
Than his experience, due to sweet-speaking Homer; 
Because he has some solemnity in his lies and in his winged devices, 
His misleading skill deceives with myths. 

In Isthmian 4, Pindar celebrated poetry's power to preserve the truth about the fine deeds 

of noble men. Here, however, Pindar's anxieties about poetry's darker side come to the 

fore. He highlights the dangerous infallibility of the poetic tradition. Especially 

dangerous, however, is poetry that is skillfully and artfully made. Homer is a good poet 

because he has solemnity, and clever skill, even "winged words". Nonetheless, Pindar 

criticizes the content of Homer's poetry. Pindar argues that Homer has exaggerated the 

deeds of Odysseus, and that his fame and glory do not correspond to his actual 

excellence, but have only been achieved because oflies ('l/JEU◊Eo(, 21; µu00L£, 22).20 The 

songs of Homer that glorify Odysseus are significantly not called "divine words" as they 

are called in Isthmian 4,21 but instead he even uses the word µaxavfi (22), which more 

closely echoes the "CEXV'YJ of lesser men, which he says "trips up their betters" (Jsth. 4.34-

5). In this ode, then, Pindar attacks Homer's poetry as merely a scheming contrivance of 

a fallible man. 

19 Bowra (1964) 410-11; Burnett (2005) 185. The scholiast's date reads: xm:a -CTJV -crnoagrnxm6Exa-criv 
NqLEaba, which is the impossible year 547. 
20 µu0m is Pindar's term for false stories perpetuated in poetry. cf. Olympian I. 29; cf. Slater (1969) 
21 What he calls Homer's songs about Ajax in Isthmian 4. 39 
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In Pindar's estimation, Homer favored the wrong hero. Pindar feels that Ajax 

truly was the greater hero, and that Homer must have been lying in order to construct 

such glorifying songs about Odysseus, especially those that honor him above Ajax. 

Pindar implies that Homer is guilty of the very same craftiness and lying as the hero he 

honors. In effect, Homer perpetuates Odysseus' own deceptive stories.22 Pindar explains 

why Odysseus was unworthy of being honored above Ajax in the lines that immediately 

follow: 

.. ."t'U<pAOV b' EXEL 
~1:0Q OµtAO£ avbgwv 6 JtAEL<Jl:0£. EL yag ~v 
E i:av CXAU8ELaV lbEµEV, OU %EV OJtA(J)V XOAW8EL£ 
6 xagi:EQO£ Ai'.a£ EJta~E bta <pQEVWV 
AE'UQOV ~L<p0£· ov xganoi:ov A.XLAEO£ 0.1:EQ µaxc;x ... 

Most of the throng of men have a blind heart, 
For if they had seen the truth, mighty Ajax would not have fixed 
The smooth sword through his guts, bitter over the arms; 
Ajax, who was greatest in battle, save Achilles ... 

(23-27) 

Pindar argues in this passage that Ajax is the victim of foolhardy men who awarded the 

prize to the lesser Odysseus. What is so distressing about this fact to Pindar, is that the 

poetic tradition, which he names Homer, has not only preserved this story, but has even 

exaggerated the deeds of Odysseus, garnering him (at the expense of Ajax) undeserved 

honors and undying glory in Panhellenic epic. 

In Nemean 8, Pindar takes his attack on previous poetry even farther and he 

shows his anxiety about the presence of both truth and lies in the poetic tradition. The 

capacity of this tradition to confer both praise and unjust blame underlies Pindar's 

anxiety as a poet who seeks to offer only praise, particularly, only deserved praise. 

22 Nagy (1990) 424: "Homer is being slighted here only to the extent that he is being accused of becoming a 
perpetuator of the words of Odysseus ... " 
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In a transitional passage in Nemean 8 Pindar pauses in the midst of his verse to 

indicate that he is preparing to broach a new subject. His anxiety about doing so is 

apparent, but nevertheless he feels reasonably confident enough to continue. 

i'.otaµm b~ Jt()(J(JI, xoucpmi;, UµJLVEWV tE :rtQLV tL cpaµEV. 
Jt0/1.11.Cl yag Jt0/1.11.f!- 11.EAEXtm, VEaga b' E~Eug6vta 66µ,EV ~aaavcp 
ti; £11.qxov, a.nai; x(vbuvoi;· o'ljJov bE 11.6ym cp8ovEgoimv, 
a.JttEtm b' ECT/1.WV aE(, X,ELQOVECTCTL b' OU% EQLtEL. (N. 8 .19-22) 

I stand with light feet, catching my breath before speaking. 
For many things have been said in many ways, 

And to give new inventions to the touchstone 
For testing is completely risky. For words are a delicacy to those with envy
Attached always to noble men, but not challenging the weaker. 

This passage is a striking example of Pindar's anxiety as a poet. As we saw in Isthmian 4, 

poetry can be a great tool for dispensing immortal xMoi;. But in this passage, Pindar 

confronts poetry's potentially sinister results. According to these lines, Pindar hesitates 

for two reasons. The first is that he is unsure about recording the verses that follow 

because they are either opposed to, or different from other tales that have already been 

told (20-21), that is, they are new inventions. Pindar is very concerned with avoiding lies 

in his poetry, and he reveals his fear that the novel story that follows may be rejected as a 

lie. Pindar's second anxiety is that once the new story has been told, it will incite envy 

(21-22). Fear that his odes will elicit jealous responses from other men is a common 

theme in Pindar's epinicians,23 but he is more concerned about giving honor where it is 

due. Pindar believes firmly that his poetry should give fitting honor to those who deserve 

it, and cast blame upon the blameworthy. Additionally, he hopes that by doing this well, 

that is accurately and artfully, he too will garner praise and renown as a poet, and avoid 

future blame for praising undeserving men. 

23 Burnett (2005) 171-172 catalogues some of the most significant examples. 
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Just as in Nemean 7, in Nemean 8 it is the story of Ajax's disgrace and suicide 

that heightens Pindar's anxieties. After having prefaced these lines with a discussion of 

the danger (arcac; x(vbuvo£ 21) of confronting the mythic tradition, Pindar reveals the 

story that put him on guard: 

%ELVO£ xat TEAaµ&VO£ ba'ljJEV ui6v, cpaoyavcp aµcpLXUALOaL£. 
~ nv' &yAWOOOV µEV, ~"tOQ b' UAXLµov, Aa8a xai:EXEL 
EV 11.uygcp vE(xEv µiywi:ov b' ai611.cp '\.jJEubEL ytga£ avi:ti:ai:m. 
xgucp(mm yag EV 'ljJacpOL£ 'Obuaaf] ~avaot 8EQClrtEUOav· 
XQUOEWV b' A ta£ oi:EQ'f]8EL£ orc11.wv cp6vcp rcaAmoEv. 
~ µav av6µota YE bimmv EV 8EQµ0 XQO'( 
EAxEa gf]l;av JCEAEµt~6µi::vm 
im' a11.El;tµ~g6i:cp 11.oyxq., i:a µev aµcp' AXLAEi vEoxi:6vcp... (23-30) 

This (envy) also devoured the son of Telamon, rolling him about his sword.24 

Indeed, oblivion held down the speechless, but stout hearted one 
In the baneful quarrel; the greatest prize was offered to a nimble lie. 
In secret votes the Danaans honored Odysseus; 
And Ajax, robbed of the golden armor, wrestled with slaughter. 
Indeed, with a mortal-protecting spear, they tore dissimilar wounds 
In the hot skin of their enemies, while they were being driven back, 
When they were around fresh-slaughtered Achilles ... 

Here, Pindar introduces Ajax as a victim of envy, for he truly was a greater warrior than 

Odysseus in battle. This paints the hero in a more sympathetic light than the epic 

accounts of the story, and a favorable retelling of Ajax's tale would have been welcomed 

by the ears of Pindar' s Aeginetan patron and audience,25 due to their fondness for and 

perceived connection with the hero. Presenting Ajax in this way provides Pindar with a 

chance to counteract the deleterious effects that prior poetry had on Ajax's reputation. 

24 The antecedent of xeivoi; , I take to be a supplied cj>86voi;, supplied also as the subject of the verbs 
a me,:m and tg(l;et in line 22. cf. Burnett (2005) 172: "Envy is the understood grammatical subject. .. " 
25 The ode was composed for Deinias of Aegina, victor in the Diaulos. The date of the ode is unkown, 
Bowra argues that it is late, composed perhaps in 459 (1964) 4 I 2; Nisetich (1989) writes : "With a closer tie 
to Ajax and a correspondingly warmer interest in his fate and reputation, the Aeginetans would have 
appreciated seeing Odysseus' own account, which blurs the line between the respective merits of the two 
heroes, discredited" (14). 
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In this passage, he argues that Ajax was undone by a lie. Odysseus, the worse 

man, was skilled in speech,26 and he received the armor because the envious Danaans, 

awarded it to him in a secret vote. This indicates why Pindar was so anxious about 

broaching the topic of Ajax's fate. Pindar is a poet dependent upon the mythic material of 

the oral tradition, but he is nonetheless aware that the oral tradition has preserved lies and 

unworthy accounts. It is risky for Pindar as a poet to attempt to work his way truthfully 

through a tradition that is fraught with lies and envious slander. By describing Ajax as 

speechless or wordless (a.y1.wooov 24), Pindar indicates that he means to take up Ajax's 

defense, and to become the artful and winsome tongue of the actually deserving hero. 

Pindar's epinicians correct the false tales preserved in epic and provide Ajax with an 

account that fits his excellence. 

Pindar felt strongly enough about the invalidity of Homer's claims about Ajax and 

Odysseus that he ran the risk of contradicting established epic 'truth'. In Nemean 7 and 8 

Pindar discredits Homer as the lying poet, the voice that preserved the specious tales of 

Odysseus, epic poetry's arch-deceiver. It was Pindar's intention to correct the false tales 

of the past, cast blame at liars and the perpetuators of lies, and give glory and honor to 

Ajax, to whom it was actually due, both within the context of the myth during the 

judgment of the arms, and poetically in the songs that were repeatedly performed 

afterwards. Pindar establishes himself as Ajax's poetic advocate, and offers his poetic 

talent to revive Ajax in poetry. Pindar is the ideal poet to take up Ajax's case because of 

his supreme poetic skill, his natural ability, and his intimate relationship with the muses .27 

Additionally, by demonstrating that he can rehabilitate a hero who was disgraced by such 

26 Recall the skill: TEXVa xmaµa.g'ljJmo' avbgwv xag6vwv of Isthmian 4.34-35 
27 cf. Olympian 2. 83-88 
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a widely respected poet as Homer, Pindar shows his ability to ensure and preserve the 

lasting renown of his patrons. Nisetich writes, "What happened between Ajax and 

Odysseus is not something that merely happened in the past. It goes on happening, to 

Ajax through the influence of the Homeric tradition, and to men like Ajax through the 

inability of their fellows to distinguish truth from falsehood. It goes on happening, in 

other words, in poetry and in life ."28 It is therefore imperative for a praise poet like Pindar 

to offer a corrected version of the myth, and to see that praise is given to the justly 

deserving. 

Still, Pindar was nevertheless planting his feet on unsure ground when he 

undertook to question the poetic value of not only Homer, but the entirety of the received 

poetic tradition. Why did Pindar term this "running a risk"? On the one hand, Pindar is 

dependent on the poetic tradition for his mythic material. The poetic tradition comprised 

all the memory that remained from the mythic past, and Pindar found himself hemmed in 

by its various whims and favoritisms. It would be quite risky indeed for a poet to cast 

aspersions at the majority of his sources. On the other hand, Pindar was living and 

composing within a living tradition of heroic song. He was not a rhapsode performing 

and re-performing consolidated poems, but was actively composing new material as the 

inheritor of a rich and variegated tradition. We have examined how Pindar repeatedly 

advocates on behalf of Ajax. We have not yet, however, considered in much detail why 

he does so. Why, if he was content to merely receive and reiterate other myths from the 

poetic tradition, did Pindar feel the need to challenge it and correct Ajax's poetic 

28 Nisetich (1989) 16 
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reputation? Why was Pindar certain that the received oral tradition contained lies and that 

his poetry was more accurate? 

Pindar was enabled and impelled to reject previous models and elevate Ajax 

above his prior presentations primarily because of two post-Homeric developments: the 

development of local saga tradition about Aiakid heroes, including Ajax, and the 

establishment and prominence of Ajax's hero cult. Hero cult helps to correct Ajax's 

previous reputation, and serves as a guide for that correction in poetry. 

II: Local Saga and Local Cult: The Case for Ajax's Greatness 

Pindar's odes take place within a continuum of heroic song, but the epic tradition 

is not the only influence for his mythology. When Pindar petitions for a poetic 

rehabilitation of Ajax, he is attempting to set a local tale against the Panhellenic epics, or 

as Nagy has described it, "The local tradition, as represented by Pindar, is making its bid 

for Panhellenic status by paradoxically laying claim to the kind of absolute aletheia 

already claimed by Panhellenic poetry ."29 N emean 7 and 8, the two odes that defend Ajax 

against Homer's slander, were both written for Aeginetan victors.30 Patrons of Aegina, if 

we can judge from Pindar's extant material, represent some of his most frequent clients 

and we know of twelve poems written for them.3 1 An important theme common to these 

29 Nagy (1990) 423-424 
30 Various theories have been proposed about why Pindar wrote so many odes for a handful of victors from 
a relatively small, inaccessible, and traditionally uncelebrated island . It has been proposed that the elite 
families of Aegina were of moderate wealth, which precluded them from expensive statue dedications and 
chariot victories, and were a nouveau riche merchant aristocracy who commissioned victory odes in their 
eagerness to enhance their status as descendents of mythic heroes (Hornblower (2007) 294-308). Another 
theory holds that Pindar favored the Aeginetans because of their gracious hospitality, their shared Dorian 
lineage, and perhaps because of a strong tradition and skilled practice of choral dancing and performance 
on the island (Ibid 297) . 
3 1 Hornblower (2007) 293; Sometimes the figure is listed at eleven extent odes , with 'Isthmian 9' existing 
only as a fragment. Burnett (2005) provides a complete treatment of each ode individually with an 
introduction and translation. She provides four introductory chapters about Aegina, the local mythic 
traditions, Aeginetan art, and the trend that the Aeginetan odes are largely written for boy victors . 
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odes is the frequent evocation of the Aiakidai, and mythic interludes that tell the story of 

Aegina's legendary king Aiakos, his sons Peleus, Telamon and Phokos, and their famous 

sons who fought in the Trojan War, Achilles and Ajax. One reason that Ajax appears so 

often in Aeginetan odes is because local saga tradition claimed him as a descendent of the 

Aeginetan hero Aiakos. Pindar's odes are imbued with this local mythic material. 

Myths connecting the Aiakidai with Aegina seem to have arisen locally, and 

Pindar was familiar with a local saga tradition that connected Aiakos to three sons: 

Peleus, Telamon, and Phokos. This detail is a post-Homeric development, and likely 

independent of the compositional process of Homeric poetry. Within the Homeric poems 

themselves, Telamon and Ajax are-never related to Achilles, Peleus or Aiakos.32 Achilles 

and Peleus are recorded as Aiakidai, but Ajax is never included.33 Additionally, Telamon 

is never identified as the son of anyone, and Burnett has recently given credence to the 

theory that Ajax's typical patronymic may just as readily indicate something like "Ajax 

the Protector" .34 It is impossible to know for sure when the stories about Ajax and his 

mysterious father Telamon were incorporated and popularized in the local Aeginetan 

saga tradition.35 A common theory is that this connection may have been made during the 

Th century BC during disputes between Megara and Aegina for hegemony over Salamis, 

and intensified during the 6th century BC during the dispute between Megara and 

32 The connection between Peleus and Aiakos seems to be more ancient than the Telamon one, however, it 
also seems to predate a connection between Aiakos and Aegina. This led later Aeginetan poets to explain 
why Peleus wound up in Thessaly, instead of taking up his father's crown on Aegina. For the murder of 
Phokos, see Pindar Nemean 5. 1-19; and for a discussion of the mythic adoption see Burnett (2005) 17-27 
33 Higbie (1997) 293-294 
34 Burnett (2005) 25 . Based on a derivation from n) .. aµwv or 'belt-strap' 
35 In Ne mean 5 .14-18, Pindar alludes to the event, the murder of their half-brother Phokos, that led to the 
emigration of Peleus and Telamon from Aegina. This explains why Achilles, the Thessalian hero par 
excellence, is an Aiakid, as well as Ajax, whose Salaminian origin is never in question . 
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Athens.36 In any case, Pindar accepts the connection as a given, and never contradicts it in 

his poetic corpus . 

That the poems are fraught with references to Aiakos and the Aiakidai could be 

evidence that the patrons and elite of Aegina were eager to be connected to the mythic 

past, perhaps in a desire to rival their famously autochthonous Attic neighbors. Burnett 

theorizes along those lines when she writes that the aristocracy of Aegina could not, "as 

Dorian lords among a Dorian people ... pretend to a superiority of blood. Consequently, 

the story-tellers of Aigina began very early to patch together a mythic cloak, a 

combination of borrowed 'Aiakid' traditions with basic local legend, which should lend a 

distinguishing identity to the island lords."37 The local myth and tradition of a legendary 

founder-king 'Aiakos' was very strong at Aegina, and his hero cult at a shrine in the 

island's polis is well attested.38 The cult was associated with mysterious rites and it was a 

carefully guarded secret that the Aiakeion was also the king's tomb.39 It is likely that 

many of Pindar's odes were performed at festivals or celebrations near the shrine.40 In 

Isthmian 5, an ode written, probably shortly, after 480 BC, Pindar declares, "'to b' tµ6v I 

oux frtEQ AiaxLbav xtag uµvwv yEvE'tm·" (My heart does not taste of any song 

without the Aiakidai),41 thereby illustrating, perhaps, Pindar's own awareness of his 

poetic tendency to extol the deeds of the famous Aeginetan founder-ancestor. 

36 Burnett (2005) 23 n. 52; The Aeginetans never seemed to link themselves ancestrally with Salaminian 
Ajax with a view toward making a territorial claim against Athens . The strong poetic tradition on Aegina 
linking them with Ajax seems rather to derive from the enjoyment and prestige associating the hero with 
the island and its fifth century lords . 
37 Burnett (2005) 17 
38 Paus . 2.29.8-9; Hdt. 8.64 
39 Burnett (2005) 17-20 discusses the site and the cult 
40 Hornblower (2007) 307; Currie (2005) 58 and n.71; scholars have theorized that Nemean 5 and 7 were 
performed at the shrine. See Nemean 5. 53-54 
41 Isthmian 5. 19-20 Later in this ode, Pindar praises the Aeginetan sailors who fought at Salamis , a passage 
explored well in Cole (1992) 34-35 : "Too little about Phylakidas and too much about the Aeginetan sailors 
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The local saga tradition about the Aiakidai was also intimately linked with local 

hero cults. In addition to his familiarity with Aeginetan sagas that had adopted Ajax as 

one of their own, Pindar was influenced by the prominence of Aiakid hero cult. Pindar is 

troubled by Ajax's unfavorable, or, at least, inconsistent, treatment in epic because as a 

cult hero , Ajax had consistently proven praiseworthy. Pindar was familiar with Ajax as a 

cult hero, and in Nemean 4, he writes, "Ajax holds ancestral Salamis ... " (Atai; LaAaµiv' 

EXEL Jta-tgcpav 48), employing a common idiom used to describe the territory of a hero 

and emphasizing Ajax's ancestral ties to the Aeginetan people .42 Furthermore, as we 

explored in the first chapter, Ajax developed into a popular and respected cultic hero, first 

on the island of Salamis, and later at Athens. He was also known in various cultic forms 

in other locations throughout Greece. The first chapter of this study emphasized the role 

of the diffusion of epic poetry in promulgating hero cult practices and engendering the 

worship of epic heroes. 

In Pindar, however, the Ajax we encounter is a hero who was poorly served by his 

epic reputation. In the first half of the fifth century, particularly in the areas surrounding 

Salamis, that is, Attica, Aegina, and Megara, the cult of Ajax was well known, widely 

recognized and respected, and gained increased prominence after the victory in the naval 

battle at Salamis, where Aeginetans also played a critical role.43 Additionally, the 

would run the risk of disappointing the victor and his friends; the reverse might result in a failure , through 
oversistence , to fulfill the goal of enhancing the standing of Phylakidas and his family within the larger 
community at whom the poem was directed, whether this consisted of the city as a whole or was confined 
to the invited guests at some private or semi-private ceremony." 
42 This line falls within a catalogue recording the deeds of other famous Aikakid heroes and is syntactically 
parallel to the following line wherein Achilles holds the island in the Black Sea, where he was believed to 
have gone to the Isles of the Blest and received hero cult . Present tense forms of EXW are frequently used to 
denote the territory held by cult heroes. See Henrichs (1993) 175 esp . n. 38 for this usage. Nemean 4 was 
written for Pytheas of Aegina. 
43 Although it is not entirely certain that Nemean 1 and 8 were written after 480 , it is more likely than not 
that they were. In Isthmian 5, Pindar broaches the topic of Salamis in an ode for an Aeginetan patron. The 
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performance of epinician odes on Aegina would likely have taken place near the hero cult 

shrine and tomb of Aiakos, Ajax's grandfather according to Aeginetan tradition. Currie 

argues that, "Epinician poetry was thus, potentially, anchored to hero cult at both ends of 

its production: at the games where the victory was won, and at the victor's city where the 

ode was, most often, performed."44 The cultic presence of Ajax would have permeated 

any allusion to him within Pindar's odes, particularly when they were being sung amidst 

men so intimately acquainted and related with the Aiakid hero. Pindar attacked the way 

that Ajax is treated in Homeric poetry because time had revealed that Ajax was a 

powerful, and respectable hero, worthy of cult. Through the fame of his cultic afterlife, 

the hero of the victory in the naval battle at Salamis and the mythic relative of Aegina's 

founder-king established that he deserved poetry worthy of his post-epic greatness. 

Ajax was honored in epic as a great hero. He was, after all, second only to 

Achilles. However the epic tradition also incorrectly conferred inappropriate glory to 

Odysseus, Ajax's enemy, and ultimately confined Ajax to second place even after the 

death of Achilles . According to Pindar, the story of Ajax's disgrace was repeated and 

exaggerated beyond the true account.45 Only in his hero cult, however, was Ajax's true 

excellence clearly evident. Pindar's odes provide the ideal medium for the 

reestablishment of Ajax's heroic greatness in poetry. Within the victory ode, Ajax can be 

praised outside of the epic context, and extolled for his own intrinsic worth. In epic, 

however, the quality of a warrior is always measured within the community of the other 

bravery of the Aeginetan sailors at the battle was well attested and they took especial pride for their role in 
the victory. 
44 Currie (2005) 58 
45 For this phrasing, see Pindar 0/. 1. 28b: umg .ov a11.a8f] Myov. In 0/. 1, Pindar describes a very 
similar situation to Ajax's. Pelops has been slandered by envious mortals and 'charis' has made the 
unbelievable story believable . Pindar undertakes in that ode, to provide a more pious explanation for the 
Pelops story . 
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epic heroes and they are typically valued in comparison with one another. For example, 

Ajax is second to Achilles, and, in the epic context , he unjustly falls behind even 

Odysseus. Pindar's praise poetry honoring Ajax corrects the way honor was distributed 

within epic by singling out Ajax's inherent and individual excellence . In this way, 

Pindar's praise for Ajax also mirrors the honor conferred upon the hero through his cult. 

For in cult, Ajax was honored and revered for his own particular greatness, for his 

tutelary power, and for his relationship to the ancestors and founders of the local people 

and cities, and not for his value relative to the other characters of Homeric poetry. 

Pindar observed that Ajax was a great hero, that his cult was widespread, popular, 

and even influenced the outcome of naval battles against Greece's most fearsome 

enemy .46 Pindar saw that the poetic tradition swirling around Ajax did not correspond to 

the prominence and sanctity of his cult. The poetic tradition dealt with Ajax unfairly, 

because he truly was deserving of Achilles ' arms, and earlier poets unjustly preserved 

this story and glorified the lesser man .47 This piqued Pindar's already intense anxiety 

about poetry's ability to either preserve fame or disgrace. Pindar uses Ajax to explore his 

concern that poetry can be used variously to celebrate undeserving men, and even lie 

about praiseworthy men. Despite his ambivalence toward received poetry and his anxiety 

about his own poetic program, Pindar never wavers in his support of Ajax. In two odes 

written for Aeginetan patrons, Nemean 7 and 8, Pindar attacked previous epic poetry, 

discounted the myths as envy inspired lies, and set out to sing the praise that Ajax truly 

deserves. He aligned his versions of the Ajax myth with the saga tradition that was 

46 See above pp . 10-11, 13; Hdt. 8 . 64 
47 That Ajax truly did deserve the arms as Pindar claims, was even related to Pausanias while he was on 
Salamis . Aeolians there told him that Achilles ' arms were cast ashore at Ajax's tomb in the Troad after 
Odysseus suffered a ship wreck . Paus . 1.35.4 
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popular locally at Aegina, but more importantly, he was emboldened to praise Ajax and 

repudiate Homer because of Ajax's role as a cult hero. Ajax's fame as a cult hero 

influenced Pindar' s rehabilitation of Ajax as a hero in poetry, enabled him to write freely 

and boldly, and guaranteed that Pindar himself would be esteemed for setting the poetic 

tradition aright and proclaiming the excellence of the formerly dishonored hero. 
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In Ajax, Sophocles explores the strife that arises between the hero and the 

community. Sophocles expands the Ajax story and depicts a hero dishonored by losing 

the contest for the armor of Achilles, disgraced by his madness and failure to exact 

revenge, and who takes his own life in a stunning expression of his stalwart intractability 

and refusal to be shamed further. Sophocles' presentation and interpretation of the Ajax 

story is one of the most shocking and sinister portrayals of the hero's humiliating 

downfall, including a vivid description of how he slaughtered the herds, thinking them to 

be the Greek leadership. Sophocles prepared his dark recomposition of the Ajax myth 

specifically for an audience of fifth-century Athenians. 

For Athenians, however, Ajax was one of the most revered and celebrated cult 

heroes . He was the eponymous hero of one of the city's ten tribes and as such was an 

important figure for the civic, communal, and mythic identity of the polis. He was also 

the mythic ancestor of the Salaminioi, one of the most ancient families in Athens . The 

odes of Pindar, which we examined in the previous chapter, do not avoid the dark aspects 

of Ajax's story. In contrast with Pindar, Sophocles insists on emphasizing them and 

exploits their shocking nature to reveal the savage power of the hero. However, 

Sophocles, like Pindar, is informed by Ajax's post-Homeric development into a 
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prominent cult hero, and the play explores what it means for the fifth-century polis to 

bestow hero status to archaic and sinister heroes like Ajax, integrating a figure into the 

society of the polis that is essentially antithetical to the democratic community values of 

the city. 

Throughout the drama, Sophocles poses questions about the proper relationship 

between mythic heroes and the fifth-century polis. How do fifth-century citizens 

compare, interact, and relate with the mythic past, with its legendary heroes and the 

superhuman forces they embody? Sophocles explores such questions in his tragedy, and, 

I argue, they expose some of the very same tensions experienced ritually via hero cult. 

Some of the themes that Sophocles explores in his play, such as the community's role in 

bestowing honor, the mutability of human Ii ves and relationships, and the burial of the 

hero, can be illuminated by understanding the significance of Ajax's hero cult for the 

play. 

First I will argue that Ajax's status as a city, tribal, and ancestral hero in Athens 

and in Salamis influenced Sophocles' formulation of the myth. This point has been 

controversial, but I will show that Sophocles' Ajax evinces various traditional features of 

the cult of heroes. Secondly, I will offer an interpretation that emphasizes how the play 

dramatizes the transition from a heroic/Homeric value system into one more closely 

related to fifth-century polis society. Within the play, there is a transition from a world 

governed by the heroic code, an ethos that values the acquisition of personal glory and 

honor (XAEO£ and TLµ~), and that defines justice as helping friends and harming enemies, 

into a world consisting of communities that require cooperation, compromise, and 

submission to laws and governments. Ajax figures as an intransigent representative of the 
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archaic world and the play questions whether he ought to be integrated into the new 

order, and if so, how. I suggest that hero cult was a powerful ritual avenue for fifth

century Greeks to incorporate mythic heroes into the polis system and that this paradigm 

illuminates the significance of Ajax's burial, the debate over his corpse, and the 

implications of Ajax's integration into polis society. Finally, I argue that the play depicts 

that it is actually beneficial for the polis to incorporate the heroes into fifth-century 

society. 

I. Hero Cult and Sophocles' Ajax 

Though it has been controversial, most scholars have recognized that an 

understanding of Ajax's status as a cult hero and eponymous tribal hero in Athens is 

important for interpreting the drama. The point is commonly asserted in commentaries 

and introductions to the play as a way of placing the drama within its fifth-century 

Athenian context. Ajax was one of ten tribal heroes in Athens, as we have already 

examined, and his cult had significant implications for the group identity of many 

Athenians. His cultic honors were maintained with eminence and distinction in Athenian 

civic ritual and ceremony. Furthermore, his cult was highly significant for fifth-century 

Greeks because of the role he was believed to have played at the battle of Salamis. These 

points are well attested by other sources and it has been common practice since Jebb's 

introduction of the play in 1893 to note these and other relevant pieces of information 

about Ajax's hero cult ritual as a way of illuminating the possible perspective of an 

Athenian audience member and developing an understanding of the knowledge, opinions, 

and feelings a fifth-century Greek may have already had when watching the play .1 

1 Jebb (1893) xiv, He also discusses prior presentations of Ajax's story in literature; Stanford (1963) ix, xliv 
makes this point, and Ajax's role as tribal hero in Athens was the first reason that Stanford describes him as 
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Plainly Ajax was a highly renowned cult hero who figured powerfully in the 

consciousness of fifth-century Greeks, Athenians in particular. Some commentators 

however, have questioned the significance of this fact for seeking an interpretation of 

Sophocles' play . Notably, H. D. F. Kitto rejected the suggestion that when Athenians 

watched Ajax onstage, they would have Ajax the cult hero in their minds. He argues that 

Athenians "were intelligent people, not bound fast by the formulas of their religion. Cult 

was one thing, epic poetry, tragedy and comedy were other things, and they did not 

obstruct each other."2 His interpretation of the play demands that Ajax be depicted not as 

a religious figure, but as nothing more than a fallible man who contrasts with Odysseus, 

and that the drama contrasts Ajacian and Odyssean answers to the Socratic question, 

"How are we to live?" (JtW£ c>£i tfJv;).3 

Kitto rejects the significance of Ajax's cult flat out, saying, "the assumption is 

illegitimate."4 This reflects his New Critical perspective that strove to separate the literary 

creation from non-literary influences such as religion and politics. Kitto may also reveal a 

strong secularizing bias when he says that Athenians could separate their religion and 

their literature because "they were intelligent people ... Surely we are not to imagine that 

thoughts of a cult interposed themselves between an Athenian audience and a public 

recitation from the Iliad." 5 Since Kitto's time, however, scholarship of tragedy has sought 

to reconnect the dramatic and religious elements of the festival, and it is no longer 

considered unsophisticated to argue that religion and Athenian drama were intimately 

a great hero to fifth-century Greeks ; Garvie (1998) 5-6 lists these and other facts, including the role of Ajax 
in the land squabble with Megara over Salamis. 
2 Kitto (1956) 182 
3 Ibid. 182-3, 197-8 
4 Ibid. 182 
5 Ibid. 182 
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connected.6 Furthermore, recent approaches to ancient Greek culture indicate that archaic 

poetry and religious sentiment were often intertwined and the same characters and 

concepts permeated both spheres of Greek life. Indeed, we have already examined in 

Chapter I how epic poetry fostered the cults of epic heroes.7 Ajax was a revered and 

politically significant hero in Athens, and it is more likely than not that any Athenian 

audience member would make the connection between the Ajax on the tragic stage, the 

Ajax of epic poetry, the Ajax depicted on vase painting, and the Ajax honored by various 

types of cult.8 To argue a priori that this is impossible indicates an outdated conception of 

the relationship between poetry, art, and ancient religion. 

Another reason that some critics have resisted the connection between Sophocles' 

presentation of Ajax and the cultic figure is that, assuming Sophocles' character had a 

religious dimension, the playwright would have been obligated to display him more 

sanctimoniously than he has in fact done. Instead of a religious figure who commands 

pious respect, Sophocles presents a cruel and suicidal warrior, who deceives his friends 

and family and then abandons them to their own fates. According to these critics, this 

portrayal of Ajax would have offended the religious sensibilities of the Athenians, and 

that Sophocles, after disgracing the religious figure, would then have been obligated to 

rehabilitate him.9 

6 Consider Burkert (1966) "Greek Tragedy and Sacrificial Ritual"; Easterling (1988) "Tragedy and Ritual"; 
and Winkler and Zeitlin eds . (I 990) Nothing to do with Dionysos? 
7 See above pp. 8-9 
8 Something of the significance of Ajax to the Athenian psyche is revealed by the fact that Ajax was by far 
the most popular of Sophocles ' plays. cf. Stanford ( 1963) lxii, 239-244 
9 Winnington-Ingram ( 1980) 57-72, He denies that the play rehabilitates the hero sufficiently to support the 
claim that Ajax should be viewed as a religious figure . He has in mind positions like of Rosenmeyer ( 1963) 
186-187, Rosenmeyer, however, goes so far as to argue that Ajax killed himself anticipating his own 
heroization and went through with it in order to secure it. I would not push the argument to this point. 
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R. P. Winnington-Ingram presents a further reason why hero cult does not seem to 

have been a formative consideration for Sophocles. He writes, "If there is a hint of hero

status here, it would not seem to have much prominence ... there is so little hint in the play 

of that posthumous power to help and to harm ... " 10 He emphasizes instead (as I do as 

well), the change from a heroic context into a political one, but he is more interested in 

understanding how this change affects concepts of justice in Greek society .11 This 

chapter, however, shall argue that the cultic dimension of Ajax is essential for 

understanding the import of this social transition. 

Other scholars, however, defending the significance of hero cult for the play, have 

argued that Ajax is depicted with posthumous cultic force. Peter Burian, in a perceptive 

and illuminating article points out that in lines 1168-1184 Teucer ritually imbues the 

physical corpse of Ajax with supernatural power. Teucer endows Ajax's corpse with the 

power to protect his son Eurysakes as a suppliant and to curse any enemy who would 

attempt to dislodge the child before Teucer is able to bury the body. The lines are worth 

quoting in full: 

xat µ~v E£ airtov xmgov oi'.bE JtA.f]OLOL 
JtO.QELOLV avbgo£ i:oubE JtUL£ 1:E xat yuv~, 
i:6.cj>ov JtEQLOl:EA.ouvi:E buoi:~vou VEXQOU. 
ch nai, ng6oEA.8E bEugo, xat oi:a8d£ Jt£Aa£ 
lxti:ri£ Ecj>mjmL nai:go£ 0£ o' tydvai:o. 
86.xEL bE ngooi:g6nmo£ EV XEQoiv EXWV 
x6µa£ Eµ<X£ xat i:f]obE xat oaui:ou i:g(i:ou, 
lxi:~gwv 8rioaug6v. EL bt LL£ oi:gai:ou 
~(q. o' anoona.oELE i:oubE i:ou vExgou, 
%U%0£ %U%W£ a.Samo£ E%Jt£00L x8ov6£' 
ytvou£ &.navi:0£ g(~av El;f]µf]µEVO£, 
a-ui:w£ onwOJtEQ i:6vb' tyw i:tµvw n11.6xov. 
EX' aui:6v, ch Jtai, xat cj>uA.aOOE, µribt OE 
xLvrioa.i:w i:L£, a11.11.a ngooJtEowv Exou. 

10 Winnington-Ingram (1980) 57-8, n. 2 
II Ibid . 69 
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u µEL£ tE µ'f] yuvabtE£ o.vt' o.vbgwv mAa£ 
rragtotat', a.AA' o.gfiyct' Eat' eyw µ6Aw 
tcicpou µEAYJ8EL£ t<pOE, %UV µY)OEL£ eq.. (1168-1184) 

And indeed just at the critical moment the 
wife and child of this man are present nearby 
to attend to the burial of the wretched corpse. 
0 child, come here, and being set near as a 
supplicant, take hold of your father who begot you. 
Sit as a suppliant holding in your hands 
the hair of three, mine, hers, and your own, 
a suppliant treasure. If anyone from the army 
should tear you away from this corpse by force, 
may that wretch be wretchedly cast out from the land unburied, 
the root of his entire family being mowed down 
just like how I cut this lock of hair. 
Hold it, o child, and guard, and let no one 
move you, but falling upon him, hold yourself. 
You, stand nearby, not women, as opposed to men, 
but help him, until I should come 
to take care of his funeral, even if no one allows it. 

Burian writes, "In these lines we can trace an unparalleled and extremely affecting 

interweaying of three separate ritual acts-supplication, an offering to the dead and a 

solemn curse." 12 In this passage, the body of Ajax itself has become a cult site, a place 

where a suppliant can find protection. Additionally imagery of the tomb and funerary 

references dominate this passage, indicating the importance of the tomb for hero cult and 

establishing the dire and frantic need to bury the hero. Most significantly, Ajax's corpse 

has been endowed with the power to harm his enemies. Teucer lays a curse on anyone 

who would attempt to remove Eurysakes. Charles Segal adds, "It is as if the resting place 

of the hero's body is being reconstituted as a holy place before our eyes." 13 Burian 

concludes with the statement, "Sophocles evokes, by the subtlest of suggestions, Ajax's 

heroic power to extend his curse on his enemies and his blessing on his loved ones from 

12 Burian (1972) 152 
13 Segal (1981) 143 
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the world below, at the very moment when the question of his burial rages most 

passionately ." 14 

This is not the only passage where the power of the dead to harm the living is 

invoked in the play. In lines 1154-5 Teucer responds to Menelaus' metaphorical warning 

with a more straightforward retort, "O man, do not treat the dead evilly, for if you do , 

know that you will be ruined" ( c'.6v8gwm, µ11 bga -coi,£ uc:8vrpt6-ca£ xa-x.w£· cl yag 

JtOL'Y]OEL£, i'.o8L miµavouµcvo£). Again, in the closing lines of the play, Teucer reinvokes 

Ajax's curse against the Atreidae: "Therefore may the highest father from Olympus, the 

remembering Fury, and completion bearing Justice destroy the wretches wretchedly" 

(Tmyag ocj>' 'OA'UµJtOlJ -coub' 6 JtQEO~E'UWV Jta"C'llQ µvf]µwv -c' 'EQLV'U£ xat 

-CEA.Eocj>6go£ L1(xri xaxoi,£ xax&£ cj>8E(gnav 1389-91). And he then refuses to let 

Odysseus touch the body during the funeral, "lest it be an insult to the dead" (µ11 -c0 

8av6v-cL -cou-co buOXEQE£ now 1395). These lines coupled together so closely indicate 

that Ajax's curses maintain efficacy after his death and that even though he is dead, he 

remains sentient and powerful in some way, for it is still somehow possible for him to 

take offense at Odysseus. 

Both Kitto and Winnington-Ingram minimize the importance of Ajax's hero cult 

for the drama because according to their interpretations, after presenting the hero acting 

ignominiously, the play does not rehabilitate Ajax in a way that would be sufficiently 

appropriate for a cult hero.15 I agree with both that the second half of the play does not 

14 Burian (1972) 156 
15 Winnington-Ingram (1980) 57-9; Kitto (1956) 181-3; 183: "But no one suggests for a moment that he 
was not guilty of a monstrous and indefensible crime" He holds that this would be necessary for Ajax's 
heroization. Indeed several commentators who argue for a cultic understanding of Ajax do emphasize the 
need to rehabilitate the hero in order to make him suitable for heroization, assuming that a virtuous life and 
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constitute a rehabilitation of Ajax per se. However, it is an error to assume that, being a 

semi-divine figure, Ajax must be depicted as infallible, or at least virtuous. In fact, heroes 

rarely are virtuous, and never need to be rehabilitated, only propitiated. It is the very fact 

that Ajax was intractably savage and capable of carrying out superhuman paroxysms of 

violence and rage that establishes him as an efficacious force after death, a force that 

deserves and demands ritual honor. 16 Rosenmeyer writes, "The assumption seems to have 

been that the excess of vitality which made these men so dangerous in their mortal phase 

could now be counted on to benefit those whose powers are more circumscribed. Ajax, in 

Athens, was such a demon." 17 

In fact, Ajax's story as Sophocles presents it, contains many parallels with typical 

heroization narratives. One common trend is that the community fails to bestow deserved 

honor upon the hero, resulting in an outpouring of violence and the hero's disgraced and 

dishonored death. The hero then continues to exert hostile power from beyond the grave 

until the initiation of his cult and the receipt of deserved ·nµ~ (the word typically 

associated with the honor bestowed by hero cult practice). An additional common trend 

that finds expression in Ajax is the hostility between a god and the hero, exemplified by 

Athena's antagonism toward Ajax and shocking declaration that 'the sweetest laughter is 

to laugh at one's enemies" (ouxouv yfA.wr; f]bwi:or; Eir; tz8gour; yE"Aav; 79).18 

good deeds were necessary for canonization . cf. Easterling (1988) 89-109; March (1993) 1-36; Segal 
(1981) 142 
16 cf. Visser (1982) 403-428 for the Greek religious practice of worshipping hostile forces, even using them 
against former enemies. She cites Cimon of Athens (406) and others , notably Kleomedes of Astypalaea 
(414-5) . For Kleomedes see above p. 8 and Paus. 6.9.6-8 
17 Rosenmeyer (1963) 187 
18 See Nagy (1979) 289-297 
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Other scholars besides Burian have noted lines that suggest the relevance of 

Ajax's cult. 19 Albert Henrichs notices a reference to cultic memorial practice in the lines 

of the chorus. They use an active form of the verb EXW (to have, to hold). This usage 

commonly describes heroes who hold the land in which they are buried, whence they 

exert their power and influence. The chorus says in lines 1164-7: 

a)),' <bi; buvaam, TE'UXQE, -caxuvai; 
aJreiJaov xo(AYJV xaJre-c6v nv' ibEiv 
npb', £v8a ~go-coii; -cov aE(µvria-cov 
-cacpov ElJQWEV"ta xa6t;n. 

But, Teucer, hurrying as much as you can, 
hasten to see some hollow trench20 for him 
where, he will hold his moldering grave 
always remembered by mortals. 

Henrichs points out that by reversing a well known Homeric formula, "the earth will 

hold" (yaia xa8t!;EL),21 Ajax is endowed with active possessive power. "According to 

Sophokles .. .it is Aias himself who 'will hold/occupy" (xa8£1;EL) his tomb-a signal. .. of 

the special power of the cultic hero, which resides with him in his tomb."22 Henrichs 

demonstrates that although the verbs EXW and xa-ctxw are often used to describe a 

· corpse, the earth or the tomb is generally the subject, and that otherwise, if the deceased 

is the subject, the verb is used passively. There is, however, one striking exception to this 

rule, particularly adopted in tragedy, where the verb is used actively with the deceased as 

the subject. Henrichs writes: 

19 cf. Seaford (1994) 129-30 Seaford includes passages potentially indicative of Ajax cult and ritual, such as 
Teucer' s invitation to the entire army (1381-99), the connection between Eury sakes and the ancestral cult 
shrine in Melite to the same hero, the lamentation of Ajax's mother through the whole city (851), the 
frequent invocation of Athens and Salamis (861 et al.). 
20 The hollow trench 'x,o0,11v x,arce-c6v' is repeated in line 1403, when Teucer is preparing the funeral. This 
is also an echo of the last lines of the Iliad, where the Trojans set the body of Hector into a hollow trench: 
E£ x,o(A'l']V x.arce-cov 0foav (II. 24. 797). For this and other echoes linking Hector and Ajax in Sophocles' 
play, see Easterling (1984); Brown (1965), Zanker (1992) 
21 See Iliad 16. 629, 18. 332; Odyssey 13. 427, 15.31 
22 Henrichs (1993) 171 
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In the context of heroic tombs and hero cult, the tragedians invested xa-tEXELV 
with a more dynamic meaning, 'to occupy, possess, control,' which puts the hero 
squarely in charge of his tomb ... Aischylos and, even more emphatically, 
Sophokles thus stress the notion, central to hero cult, that there is life after death 
and that the cultic hero 'possesses' (xa-tEXEL) his tomb in the same manner in 
which a god inhabits and controls his territory . It is this control, I suggest, that 
differentiates Aias from the ordinary dead and defines his cultic status.23 

Henrichs thus demonstrated that the fate of Ajax the tragic hero was closely linked to his 

hero cult status . His analysis shows that the poet was aware of the significance of burial 

for the hero's cult. 

Ajax's cultic status in Athens, therefore, is important for an interpretation of the 

drama, and Sophocles seems to invoke Ajax ' s heroic cult deliberately. However, Kitto 

and Winnington-Ingram were correct to emphasize that the heroization of Ajax is not the 

central climax of the play, as it is for example in Oedipus Colone us .24 The heroization of 

Ajax is an important concept to think with, however, while examining the themes and 

progression of the play, and so, we must determine how exactly Ajax's hero cult is 

significant for the drama. 

II. The Tension between the Hero and the Community 

In cult, the participants are continuously and regularly reminded of the greatness 

of and their dependence on a mythic hero, an archaic, superhuman force. Additionally, 

cult takes place within community settings and is established by corporate groups. What 

we observe in hero cult, then, at a very basic level, is an attempt by a community body to 

interact with some higher force, often one that is embodied in a hero from the mythic 

past. The community thus is constantly exploring its relationship with the mythic past 

through its representatives, the heroes. 

23 Ibid . 174- 5 cf. Lloyd-Jones and Wilson (1990) 229 for the usage of xatEXEL in Sophocles 
24 Kitto (1956) I 82 : "In the Oedipus Colone us heroization is specifically made part of the play, in the Ajax 
it is not." 
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Hero cult practices developed and were formalized at the same time as the Greek 

polis, and in fact hero cults were highly influential in the formation of the polis during 

and after the 8th and 7th centuries BC. However, the archaic nature of hero cult contained 

many elements that are seemingly inconsistent with the polis, such as the religious 

glorification of individuals and the preference for personal glory over the greater good of 

the city. Tragedy is uniquely equipped to explore the tension between archaic religion 

and society and the demands of the polis on citizens, and I offer that Sophocles was also 

exploring these issues through his drama, Ajax.25 The same tensions and attempts to 

incorporate the archaic past are highlighted, both ritually in cult, and dramatically in 

Sophocles' play. 

The drama of the final scenes of the play does not lie in suspense over whether or 

not Ajax was going to be buried. Sophocles was not toying with the mythical tradition. 

Ajax was buried in the Troad according to every single prior account in the poetic 

tradition. He will assuredly be buried in Sophocles' play. The debate about whether and 

how to bury the hero is ultimately more significant than whether or not the burial will 

actually be attained, a thing which we can assume will happen. Sophocles depicts reasons 

why burying Ajax could be objectionable and considers whether there are circumstances 

when the city actually should deprive a man of the honor and the elemental human 

respect of burial.26 But Ajax is not just a man whose humanity demands that he be buried. 

He is also a hero and the play presents reasons why it is necessary for a polis community 

to honor heroes. In Ajax, Sophocles dramatizes the transition from the heroic world into 

25 cf. Vemant "Tensions and Ambiguities in Greek Tragedy" in Vemant and Vidal Naquet (1988): 29-48 
esp. 30-38 
26 The Atreids for example claim that Ajax does not deserve burial because he refused to follow laws (cf. 
1069-70) and he attempted to murder the Greek leadership (1055-56). 
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the political one and uses the heroic status of Ajax to explore the response of polis-based 

society to heroic figures. Ultimately, the play concludes that the city must be able to 

accommodate and absorb archaic elements, and even celebrate savagely antinomian and 

intractably individualistic heroes like Ajax. 

Bernard Knox's seminal 1961 article has cast a long shadow over the 

interpretation of Sophocles' Ajax. Knox sees the central conflict of the play as the 

fiercely individualistic hero, Ajax, confronting a world that no longer operates according 

to the heroic value system. In a famous speech, Ajax realizes the mutability of life, 

human relationships, and value systems: "All things unseen long and immeasurable time 

brings forth, and having been revealed, they are hidden ... " (a.Jtav8' 6 µa'XQO£ 

xavagL8µrrto£ XQOVO£ ¢uEL 't1 a.briA.a 'XaL ¢avEV'ta 'XQUJt'tf'tm• 646-7). But Ajax 

tragically decides to kill himself rather than accept the changes of the world around him, 

refusing to change himself to accommodate a non-heroic system. Knox writes, "His death 

is the death of the old Homeric (and especially Achillean) individual ethos which had for 

centuries of aristocratic rule served as the dominant ideal of man's nobility and action, 

but which by the fifth century had been successfully challenged and largely 

superseded ... by an outlook more suitable to the conditions of the polis ... "21 

Knox's observations are very helpful for identifying the struggle that occurs 

between the characters and within the mind of Ajax throughout the play. The play does in 

fact dramatize the transition from a society organized according to a heroic ethos into one 

governed by community-established systems of authority, similar to the polis. My 

analysis extends Knox's interpretation, however, because I would like to move beyond a 

27 Knox (1961) 20-21 
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reading that focuses solely on the tragedy of Ajax and his incompatibility with a changing 

world. Rather, I emphasize that the play examines how the city should respond to figures 

like Ajax, ones that are, in fact, incompatible with a corporate city ethos. The second half 

of the play represents a transition and an exploration of further issues relevant in fifth

century Athens. It explores how post-heroic, fifth-century men should view the heroes, 

figures who champion an ethos antithetical to corporate polis values. The play also 

illuminates the role of hero cult in the polis's response to heroes and to the passing of the 

heroic age. Let us look now at the play to see how this transition and conflict is 

dramatized. 

The play opens with a disorienting and shocking series of revelations. Athena 

appears onstage to aid Odysseus in his hunt for their common enemy, Ajax, who has been 

accused of slaughtering the herds. Odysseus' words summarize the surprising beginning, 

"For we know nothing clearly' but we wander" (i'.oµEV yag OUOEV 19avei;, a} .. "A' 

aAwµ£8a 23). Athena reveals that Ajax, angry over Achilles' arms, set out to kill the 

Greek leaders, but that she drove him into a frenzy and caused him to slaughter the herds, 

thinking they were men. Athena then calls Ajax out of his tent, much to the chagrin of 

Odysseus, but she demands it, asking, "Is not the sweetest laughter to laugh at one's 

enemies?" (ouxouv ye"Awi; f]bto-toi; Eli; tx8goui; yE"Ao.v; 79). Athena is Odysseus' divine 

ally, and Ajax's antagonist, but she is also the divine representative of the heroic code. It 

may be shocking to see her delight in the disgrace of her enemy Ajax, but this would 

have been the delight of anyone who truly lived to the fullest extension of the heroic 

injunction to help one's friends and harm one's enemies. 
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Summoned from his tent, Ajax hails Athena as his ally, and tells her that . 

Odysseus, his "sweetest" (~btatoi; 105) prisoner, sits inside, echoing Athena's fierce 

espousal of the heroic code in line 79. Ajax also reveals that the cause of his outrage is 

that he has been dishonored ( attµaw 98). The significance of ttµf] for Ajax runs 

throughout the play and it is often contrasted with the laughter of his enemies. In this 

passage and others, Ajax generally personalizes what is ultimately a community function. 

Instead of recognizing that it was the community that dishonored him, Ajax believes the 

Atreidai and his other enemies personally insulted him, and that they are now laughing at 

him. This reflects Ajax's heroic worldview that emphasizes individual glory. 

As Odysseus watches Ajax's ruin unfold before him, he resembles the audience 

member of any tragedy, witnessing the spectacle of a great man blindly falling from 

honor. Instead of rejoicing at the devastation of his enemy, he sympathizes with him, 

pitying him. Athena is surprised at such an understanding, commiserative response. This 

reveals that Odysseus does not hold to the same heroic value system that Athena 

espouses, to laugh at one's enemies (79). Instead, Odysseus says, "I pity this wretch, all 

the same, though he is my enemy ... " (Enmxt(gw bt vtv buatrivov Eµnai;, xa(mg ovta 

buaµcvf] 121-122). The tragedy suggests that this is the enlightened response any fifth

century, polis-dwelling man, represented by Odysseus, should strive for when he 

witnesses the tragic fate of his fellow human being. Already the most sympathetic 

character is one who has left behind the heroic ethos and shifted toward a post-heroic 

worldview . 

After Odysseus and Ajax depart, the chorus enters. They begin by connecting 

Ajax to Salamis, his ancestral home and the site of his most famous hero cult. Their 
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choral segment expands upon the concept of the hero and what the hero means for 

weaker men like them during the transitional period, declaring, "We have no strength to 

defend ourselves against these things without you lord" (X~µEii; oubtv o8tvoµEv JtQOi; 

tairt' anaM~ao8m ooi) XWQ(i;, civa~· 165-166). In fact, the very presence of a chorus 

of Salaminian sailors demonstrates the passing of the heroic age. They are characters who 

would barely be worth mention in the Iliad and who certainly are never given a serious or 

sympathetic voice. Their dependence on Ajax and their fear serves as a foil to the Iliadic 

spirit Ajax embodies. The prominence of their plight in this play corresponds to the rise 

of the average citizen within the polis. They are consistently referred to as Athenians. 

When Tecmessa enters she calls them "Erechtheidai" (vaoi; aQwyot tf]i; Afovtoi;, 

YEVEai; x8ov(wv an' 'EQEX8ELbav 201-202) linking them to the most deeply rooted 

figure in the autochthonous self-identity of Athenian citizens. Later in the play, the 

chorus members express their wish to see their home, to "see Holy Athens" (tai; lEQai; 

onwi; JtQOOELJtOLµEV A..8avai; 1221-1222). 

When Ajax reemerges, he is no longer blinded by madness, but instead sees 

clearly the disgrace he has brought on himself. However, he is obsessed with personal 

glory, and he determines to kill himself because he has failed to achieve the honor he 

believes he deserves. His constant lament is on account of his anµ(a. 28 He pays no heed 

to any argument, and is neither concerned with love for his consort, nor for the safety of 

his men. He is moved only by the anticipated reaction of his father (434-440), for his son 

Eurysakes (545-560), and by the arrangement of his future burial (574-582), three 

28 cf. 426,440; in 367, he laments the laughter he imagines his enemies must be enjoying at his expense 
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paramount concerns for a Homeric hero. He leaves the stage stubbornly bent on taking 

his own life to maintain what shreds of dignity he still holds. 

When Ajax returns, however, he begins with the introspective and probing lines 

we have already mentioned, which form the center of Knox's interpretation of the play. 

In his famous speech, Ajax realizes that the heroic world has passed away, and decides 

that he must go with it. Knox has argued that the political language in the speech 

indicates an awareness of a shift in governing systems. The Atreidai, for example, are 

called "archons" ( agxov-tE£ dmv 668). Additionally, the phrase "cycle of night 

withdraws" (E~Lfftfftm CE vux-to£ ... x:uxAO£ 672) employs a verb frequently used in 

political contexts for resignation or withdrawal.29 Finally Ajax acknowledges the ultimate 

failure of the heroic code of helping friends and harming enemies. He realizes that in this 

post-heroic world, the line between friends and enemies has become blurred and 

inconstant (678-683). Knox points out that, "A world in which friends and enemies 

change places .. .is no world for Ajax."30 

The chorus and Tecmessa are fooled by Ajax's ambiguous and introspective 

language into believing he has had a change of heart. But the confusion only serves to 

heighten the dramatic power of Ajax's death scene. Sophocles uses this dramatic irony to 

increase the tension of the messenger speech scene in lines 719-814, when the messenger 

explains, first to the chorus, and then to Tecmessa, that Ajax is doomed. The messenger 

tells how Ajax had incurred the wrath of the goddess because, although he was born with 

a human nature, he does not think according to his humanity (offtt£ av8gcimou cpuow 

~Aaa-tcbv EJtHta µiJ xm:' av8gwnov cpgovfl. 760-61). Indeed Ajax seems to transcend 

29 Knox (1961) 24 
30 Ibid. 17 
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humanity and he conceives of himself in superhuman terms, rejecting divine aid (767-

69), and inciting the stereotypically heroic antagonism of the goddess. 

Ajax's final scene is his death speech. He prays to Zeus that Teucer would be the 

first to find his body so that he will not be exposed by his enemies (826-30) and he calls 

on Hermes to escort him to death. He then curses his enemies and asks the Furies to 

destroy them, refusing to relinquish his hatred and desire to harm his enemies even in 

death (835-844) . He ends his speech by connecting himself to his ancestral homeland 

Salamis and "famous Athens" ('XAELva( t' A8fivm 861), significantly connecting himself 

at his moment of death to his two most prominent cult sites. 

Immediately after his death scene, the question of his burial is the most pressing 

issue to Tecmessa, the chorus, and Teucer. Tecmessa covers the body straight away and 

laments that Teucer is not yet present, so that he could help in the burial preparations 

(ouyxa8agµ6om 922). Tecmessa realizes that the death of Ajax only means hardship 

for her and for the chorus and that it will lead to derision and disgrace, once again linking 

corporate laughter to the disgrace of the hero ( oL b' ouv yE11.wvtwv xantxmg6vtwv 

xaxoi£ toi£ toub' 961). It is a central irony that a character as fiercely individualistic as 

Ajax is dependent upon the recognition of the community in order to gain the honor he 

deserves, whereas his disgrace is embodied consistently in the laughter of his individual 

enemies, both divine and human. 

Teucer enters and laments the death of his heroic brother. He is interrupted by the 

chorus, who urge him to hurry up and bury the corpse because an enemy approaches, an 

enemy who perhaps will be laughing (xal, tax' av xaxoi£ yE11.wv 1042-3). The enemy is 

Menelaus and his immediate command is that Ajax must not be buried (1047-8). This 
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begins a war of words between the Atreidai and Teucer about whether or not Ajax should 

be buried. Knox writes about these lines, "The last half of the play shows us a world 

emptied of greatness ... The unheroic tone of the end of the play (with its threats and 

boasts and personal insults) has often been criticized as an artistic failure; surely it is 

deliberate ... A heroic age has passed away ... "31 

The debate scene between Teucer and the Atreidai indicates clearly that the level 

of discourse and human interaction has shifted (Ajax might say degenerated) from one 

based on heroic deeds to one based on political systems and laws. As Knox argued, the 

heroic world disappears, but in its place, something resembling the polis has arisen. 

Menelaus argues that neither a city nor an army would ever have success without respect 

for the laws (1073-6). Teucer and Menelaus argue in terms familiar to fifth-century 

Athenians (oi;gm:17y6£ 1106, 1116; UQXW 1107; ouµµaxo£ 1098; 'ljJf]<j>O£ 1135; 

6Lxaoi:fJ£ 1136), and their retorts reveal the unheroic context of the debate. 

Agamemnon's arguments are even more arrogant than Menelaus'. He spends his 

speech insulting the slavish birth of Teucer and his barbaric speech (1226-63). Teucer 

responds by reminding Agamemnon of all the great deeds of Ajax, his various duels with 

Hector (1272-87), and of Agamemnon's own shameful family history (1291 -98). The 

lowbrow exchange of insults is ended only by the sudden appearance of Odysseus. 

Odysseus enters and puts an end to the squabble. He describes the corpse as brave 

( a11.x(µo£ 1319) and then argues that Agamemnon should allow the burial. He points out 

that to do so would be a disgrace to justice (&oi:E i;~v 6(x17v Jtal:ELV 1335) because 

despite the fact that Ajax was "most hateful" (EX8Loi:o£ 1336) to him, it would be wrong 

31 Ibid. 2 
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to dishonor him (av,:anµatw 1339), because Ajax was the best of the Argives (agw,:ov 

AgyE(wv 1340). Odysseus declares, "Likewise he would be unjustly dishonored by you 

as well" (wo,:' OU'X av EVCL'XW£ y' ai:tµatmi:6 0OL 1342). Odysseus echoes Ajax's 

frequent lament that he had been dishonored by the leadership. In these lines Odysseus 

agrees with Ajax, that Ajax truly was the greatest after Achilles. He argues that though 

Ajax was a hated enemy to him, he nevertheless deserves to be honored by all because of 

his intrinsic greatness. Odysseus realizes that another transition has occurred, the shift 

from death to life. It is acceptable to hate a good man while he lives if he is your enemy, 

but if he should die, that is another matter. A good man deserves honor even in death 

(av6ga 6' OU 6(xmov, EL 8avm, ~Aamnv ,:ov E08A6v, ou6' £UV µwwv 'X1JQ'fl£ 1344-

5). 

Agamemnon understands the reason behind this argument but points out that, "It 

is not easy for a tyrant to show reverence" (,:6v ,:m ,:ugavvov EUOE~Eiv ou gq.6tov 

1350). Odysseus is thus the champion of moderation and of a properly ordered society. 

He has learned and adopted the lesson that Ajax could not accept, that friends can 

become enemies and enemies can become friends. Odysseus offers to aid Teucer with the 

burial, because, "Just as much as I was an enemy, I am so much now a friend" (ooov ,:6,:' 

EX8Q0£ ~' ,:oo6v6' dvm ¢(AO£ 1377). He understands the inevitable mutability of life. 

He himself witnessed how rapidly Ajax was ruined and destroyed and he now 

understands how the greatness of Ajax did not die with the man, but that it demands 

honor after his death. The state of man is alterable then, even after death, and Odysseus 

determines to give honor where it is truly deserved.32 Teucer, on the other hand, 

32 cf. Taplin (1979) 126; Taplin argues that Ajax realized the potential to return to greatness even after 
death, "I can only suggest that when he talks about himself we are to take him to be talking about the time 
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understood the intractable spirit of Ajax, and knowing that Odysseus remained his enemy 

to the end, and does not allow Odysseus to touch the body during the funeral. 

The play ends with the preparations for the funeral. Everyone friendly from the 

army is invited ( 1396-7) and Teucer prepares the ritual elements of the honored burial in 

his last lines (1402-17). In the closing lines, the chorus echoes the theme of the 

inevitability of changing fortunes, "not even a seer knows how he will fare in the future" 

(ou6d; µav-n; ,:wv µ£AAOV1:WV on JtQ<XSfl 1419-20). 

The debate over the corpse of Ajax reveals the shift from a heroic society into one 

governed by poleis and the play demonstrates how post-heroic communities should 

respond to the heroes. The Atreidai staunchly hold that the community should not honor 

figures like Ajax. In fact, they hold that the community should actively dishonor him by 

preventing his burial. At an elemental human level, this seems barbaric and 

unconscionable, but it is also a seemingly reasonable conclusion for a community trying 

to assert its corporate values against dangerous individualistic figures. 

Sophocles therefore makes a case for the burial of the hero, and, simultaneously, 

for the value to the community of honoring heroes. Understanding Ajax's status as a cult 

hero illuminates the tensions between this archaic form of honor and the polis, with its 

democratic laws and offices. Odysseus serves as the sensible and enlightened man, and 

he demonstrates to Agamemnon why it is important for the community to honor men like 

Ajax. 

after his death . He sees, that is-and this is my greatest departure from Knox-that his name and presence 
will not cease to exist the moment that he dies; that his corpse and his nµf] and his power to help or neglect 
his dependants, all at present at such a low ebb, will, instead of ending with his death , continue and indeed 
revive. He realizes that the see-saw of human affairs, so memorably expressed by Athena at I 31-2, may tip 
even after death, and that , since he is now down at his lowest , he can only go up ." 
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Odysseus recognized that Ajax was not just a normal man; he was a great man. 

He was mighty, brave, and the best of the Greeks that came to Troy after Achilles (1332-

45). Odysseus recognizes that Ajax was truly excellent and therefore fundamentally 

deserving of not just a burial, but of an honored burial, such as mortals give to the best 

men (,mt i:ov 8av6vi:a i:6v◊£ ouv8amnv 8tt.w x.at ~uµrcov£iv x.at µ17otv EAAELJtELV 

oowv XQ~ i:oii; ag(oi:mi; avogamv rt:OVELV ~goi:oui; 1378-80). Odysseus in no way 

argues for a return to the heroic system that fostered men like Ajax. Rather, he 

demonstrates that the polis community needs to have the ability to honor great men, even, 

and perhaps especially, men who were fiercely independent, self-glorifying, and 

frighteningly powerful figures from the heroic past. 

Sophocles dramatizes the tension between the hero and a community. Odysseus 

points out that even inimical heroes deserve honor for their intrinsic excellence, nobility 

and greatness, as he says, "His excellence conquers me, more than his hatefulness" (vtx.q. 

yag agn11 µ£ i:f]i; £X,8gai; rt:AEOV 1357). Thus the play demonstrates that the city should 

honor heroes because of their fundamental excellence simply because it is right to do so, 

even heroes whose lives are contrary to the ideals of the polis. Odysseus recognizes that 

when the city honors heroes, it does not undermine its own law, rather, it fulfills justice. 

At line 1335, Odysseus says that to withhold honor from Ajax would be to 

"trample on justice" (i:~v o(x.17v rcai:Eiv) . At line 1363, he tells the Atreids that all the 

Greeks would consider them just men if they allowed the burial ( a.vogai; µEV ouv 

"Et.Al70L rcamv tvo(x.oui;). Though Menelaus and Agamemnon argued that Ajax could 

not be buried because it would undermine the law ,33 Odysseus has argued that justice 

33 cf. 1073-74 
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demands it. Ajax is clearly not portrayed in this play as a role model, an example to be 

emulated. He is savage, uncompromising, and abrasively self-obsessed. Odysseus 

realizes that honoring the hero does not mean that the city sanctions all of his behavior, 

and therefore it does not undermine any laws to honor the deceased hero . On the 

contrary, it is actually just to honor true excellence and it must be possible for the city to 

accommodate and incorporate outlying figures like Ajax. Additionally, once they have 

been integrated, the city can reformulate heroes into figures that are useful for promoting 

and stabilizing polis society. 

The final scenes of the play reveal that honoring great men actually benefits the 

city. Odysseus recognizes the superhuman excellence of Ajax but also realizes their 

shared humanity. Bestowing upon Ajax the honor that his outstanding greatness deserves, 

in addition to the respect due to his humanity, reminds citizens of their own mortality, 

and of their weakness compared to the might of the hero. Honoring the hero also 

emphasizes the distinct otherness of the hero. The citizen is reminded of his own frailty, 

and his dependence and reliance on the strength of the city and its corporate power. 

Honoring heroes simultaneously increases the force of that corporate strength by bringing 

citizens together, and uniting them to a common purpose. It gives them a focal point of 

group identity, and a figure to rally behind. The hero is a figure by which communities 

can define themselves, and that the community can celebrate as their own. 

Sophocles' drama, which is so rife with the very tensions that hero cult generates 

and with the presence of Ajax's heroic personality, concludes with just such a celebration 

of the hero's greatness. Teucer invites anyone who would wish to join him to honor Ajax 
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by attending the burial. He then enters into a hymn that reiterates the might of Ajax, and 

unites the community together to celebrate the hero: 

£1:L yag 8£QµaL 
OUQLYY££ avw qrnacbOL µiAav 
µ£VO£. aAA' ay£ Jt<l£ <pLAO£ OfftL£ aviig 
<prJOL JtUQEivm, aouaew' Bex-cw ' 
,:cpO' avbgt JtOVWV ,:cp Jtav,:' aya8cp 

... for still do his warm 
pipes blow black might upwards. 
But come all who are present who 
say they are a friend, hasten, come, 
toiling for this man, who was entirely good. 

(1411-1415) 

Though Ajax is dead, his veins still pour out his dark might. Literally this refers to the 

blood draining from his still-warm corpse. However, the words are also a figure of his 

inimitable power, present even after he has departed physically. As Teucer sings out the 

preparations for the funeral, he calls all of Ajax's friends, his cp(Am, to hasten to join with 

him in honoring Ajax. The community that was about to rupture into violence in response 

to Ajax's crimes has now found greater unity and purpose by celebrating him, together 

with his family. Just so, the city that struggles to come to terms with the egregious actions 

of heroes is ultimately strengthened by honoring them. The play thus depicts how a 

modernizing polis should receive and respond to powerful archaic features of Greek 

society like the heroes . Cult provides the city a means to embrace and honor savage and 

uncivilized heroes from a bygone era. Ajax reveals that heroes demand honor, and that 

though the city might struggle over the tensions inherent in its own history and cultural 

development, ultimately the greatness of the hero will prove ineluctable, and the hero will 

be honored. 
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During the 8th and 7th centuries BC, the formative eras preceding Classical Greek 

civilization, intense consideration and speculation about the heroes permeated various 

strains of Greek culture. The heroes were remembered and celebrated continuously 

through the recitation and dissemination of epic poetry. Also during this period, ancient 

Greek religious practices began to be solidified. One of the most characteristic traits of 

religious practice throughout a great number of the various regions of the Greek-speaking 

world was the cultic worship of heroes. The poetic consideration and celebration of 

heroes developed during the same cultural milieu as their ritual honors. The roots of both 

practices remain shrouded in pre-history, and it is difficult to ascertain the original 

relationship between the two . These two cultural traditions emerge recognizably during 

the historical period, however, and represent the culmination of centuries of composition 

and recomposition of poetry and ritual formulation honoring the heroes. This study has 

focused on one of these very heroes, Ajax, who was featured in epic poetry and was 

honored as a cult hero. 

The first chapter explored the practice of hero cult in general and then examined 

the cult of Ajax specifically. Because the Homeric poetry that has been preserved and 
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that is encountered today represents a codified version of a nebulous tradition that 

developed over centuries, it is difficult to determine the role of epic poetry in the 

development of hero cult practices. However, in the cases of some heroes, particularly 

heroes who were celebrated in epic and honored in cult, it is seems that poetry, if it did 

not actually engender their cultic honors, encouraged, fostered, and popularized their hero 

cults. Ajax is one of these figures. The cultural preeminence of the Homeric poems 

established Ajax as a prominent hero in Greek society and increased the sanctity and 

importance of his cult. It is a testament to the influence of Ajax's greatness in epic poetry 

that Ajax was worshipped at various cult sites, notably at his traditional ancestral home 

on Salamis and in Athens, where he was adopted as an eponymous tribal hero. Ajax's 

fame as a hero of epic poetry was therefore influential in the development and 

prominence of his cultic honors. 

In addition to this, during the fifth century, Ajax's notability as a revered cult hero 

affected the reception of epic poetry and informed the reconsideration of his story in new 

poetic compositions. In the second chapter, we explored why Pindar was intrigued by the 

Ajax myth and compelled to question the trustworthiness of the poetic tradition. Pindar is 

highly anxious about poetry's ability to preserve either praise or blame, and the potential 

that either may be done falsely. Pindar is also an unequivocal advocate of Ajax's innate 

greatness. This reflects Ajax's notoriety and popularity, especially on the island of 

Aegina, where many of Pindar's patrons lived. Additionally Ajax was celebrated as a 

considerable tutelary force after the Battle of Salamis in 480 BC. Chapter two concluded 

that Pindar challenged the veracity of the poetic tradition about Ajax because Ajax as a 

figure of cult had risen in sanctity and in importance above his treatment in the poetic 
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tradition. Ajax's hero cult therefore influenced Pindar's composition of poetry about 

Ajax, as well as informed Pindar's ambivalent stance toward prior poetry . For Pindar, 

Ajax's cult is an effective corrective for his negative portrayal in epic, and Pindar was 

guided by Ajax's cult in his poetic correction of the myth. 

In the third chapter we examined how Sophocles was also influenced by the cultic 

status of Ajax. Ajax held a significant religious and civic presence in Athens as one of the 

ten eponymous tribal heroes. Chapter three first examined passages of the play that 

indicate that Sophocles understood Ajax as not merely a hero of poetic myth, but as a 

powerful cultic hero, who remained sentient and potent even after his suicide. It is clear 

from several of these passages that Sophocles was informed by Ajax's status as cult hero. 

Sophocles' Ajax also explores the civic value of honoring and celebrating savage and 

fiercely individualistic, glory-obsessed heroes like Ajax. The play dramatically 

demonstrates that though the age of heroes has passed and the age of the polis has 

dawned, and although heroes often are antithetical to polis society, the polis must 

nevertheless be capable of integrating and incorporating the heroes. The play reveals that 

heroes have an intrinsic greatness that demands honor, and that it fulfills justice and is 

beneficial for the polis to grant it. Honoring heroes reminds citizens of their own 

dependence on forces greater than themselves and simultaneously strengthens that very 

force by uniting the citizens behind the common rallying point of an inspiring heroic 

figure. 

This study has primarily been an exploration of the relationship between the 

presentation of Ajax in Greek poetry and his status as a cult hero. We have seen how epic 

poetry preserved the memory and heightened the glory of epic heroes, many of whom 
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were also worshipped in cult. However, the interface between poetry and cult did not 

come to a close at the beginning of the historical period. The cults of Ajax influenced his 

presentation and characterization in other areas of Greek culture. In two different genres 

of fifth-century poetry, the epinician ode and Athenian civic tragedy, Ajax's hero cult 

status was important for his poetic depiction and assessment. Pindar, the encomiastic 

poet, finds cause to praise Ajax and to quell the strength of any poetry dishonoring him, 

correcting blameworthy stories that had been preserved in the poetic tradition . Sophocles , 

a tragedian, explores how the polis should respond to heroic figures like Ajax . In contrast 

with Pindar, Sophocles does not minimize disgraceful aspects of Ajax's story, but-like 

Pindar-he absolutely acknowledges Ajax's praiseworthiness. His play reveals that it is 

the city's hero cult rituals that offer heroes, even uncivilized ones, the honor they 

necessarily deserve, and that it is beneficial and satisfying to celebrate them. For both 

Pindar and Sophocles, cult helps to determine and locate the praiseworthy aspects of a 

hero, and the significance of a hero's cultic status is used to reinterpret prior poetic 

traditions. 

This reflects the nature of ancient Greek religious practices, which were generally 

not codified, nor governed by sacred texts and orthodox doctrines. Rather, there is and 

had always been a free and developmental exchange of ideas and influence between 

various areas of Greek thought, especially between poetry and religious practice. While 

the weighty figures of cult are honored ritually through sacrifices, in poetry their 

importance is exalted and their memories are celebrated through the lasting permanence 

of the enjoyable words. Both practices however, honor heroic figures of myth . They are 

both parallel expressions of Classical Greek civilization seeking to understand, relate to, 
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and interact with its own traditions about its mythic origins, and in fact with its 

conception of its own identity. This study has examined ways in which these two distinct 

streams of Greek culture, both emanating from the spring of the mythic past, ultimately, 

and perhaps inevitably, repeatedly crossed paths and how the commingling of these two 

forces finds vivid expression in the variegated literature of the fifth century BC. 
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